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Thought about trying Bladesinger, but I'm not quite sure how to build them outside of Max dex and Int, cast shield and hit stuff. Any recommendations? Page 2 16 comments Hello everyone! First, here's the guide! NADRIGOL's Melee Bladesinger Guide is a guide specifically designed to create melee-focused Bladesingers, with a focus on
multi-class. I have many reservations and explanations in my introductory sections about the focus and breadth of this guide. While I applaud you for sharing your opinion on concepts or builds I'm not focusing on, keep in mind that I'll keep the tone and direction of the guide as it is now. A big thank you to TheBigHouse, who was a kind
enough friend to let me use his ratings spells from Arrival on time as a baseline for my guide. I started with his ratings and descriptions and updated and adjusted for Bladesinger's style of play. Credit also Treantmonk Guide to Masters 5e, which along with the management of TheBigHouse, compiled my early 5e master of education.
Those interested in my Math section can only find a reading table here. An explanation of how to use a spreadsheet and related abbreviations are in the Mathematics section of the guide. ---Late 2017 update--- I wrote this guide in late 2016, and with feedback/comments from the user here, updated it to early 2017. The shifts in my
work/personal life have taken me out of the RD for most of 2017 and I don't expect to return in the near future. Therefore, do not expect major leadership updates or a thorough response to new comments. I do point of checking in from time to time though. I would also like to highlight some developments in society. EN World User Rofel
Wodring recently published his own Bladesinger Guide, which represents a huge amount of work on his part. Our two guides take very different approaches to the class and I recommend you read it to see what style of play appeals to you. Check out his guide if you want: - an amazing review of magical elements -party interaction with
each other class -more recognition of AL rules/gameplay-post mid-2017 WotC content -less focus on melee and melee DPR-less focus on multi-class Guide is also going through active development and most likely include the latest WotC content. The comment section on his guide also includes some interesting discussions that haven't
happened here before. To follow his example by interestingly incorporating it, I will be linking publicly edited copies of this guide to those who want to include their own content/comments. Perhaps some enterprising people will see this as an opportunity to include later content in this guide. You are welcome Respectful! NADRIGOL's
Melee Bladesinger Guide - Public version editing In conclusion, I'm still around and still getting notifications for most of the big streams of the master guide here, so feel free to include me in the discussion. I just wanted to make sure that no one expected major updates to this guide in the near near near Last edited: May 4, 2019 log in or
sign up to remove this ad Two things to note: Double ownership doesn't work with SCAG cantrips: You're cutting your DPR double-wielding vs. using cantrips. Duels do not increase your chance to get. It also seems someone forgot the Magic Stone. Going SAD for bonus action just about every second round is pretty much given above.
Last edited: October 14, 2016 Two things to note: Double wielding doesn't work with SCAG cantrips: You're cutting your DPR by double-wielding against using cantrips. Duels do not increase your chance to get. It also seems someone forgot the Magic Stone. Going SAD for bonus action just about every second round is pretty much given
above. It's not entirely true that you reduce the damage of double wielding. 3 attacks at level 6 are absolutely forward and are more reliable than a boom blade or a greenflame blade. It's still a shame that there's some kind of negative synergy between the extra attack and those cantrips... And that blades are not allowed to use dexterity
when wielding a long sword with one hand ... shame that I say. Hmm, you may be right. Maybe if Bladesinger had a feature that actually synergies with it... Not Oh no, the game is a ruined question. Maybe not a problem at all, just a change. Note that a character planning to use this second attack may consider not messing with any of
these cantrips, in favor of utility, although this kind of thing never appears in the DNR sweepstakes. Anyway, Ken Thank you for this Nadrigol guide. it was time for the bladesinger guide. I'll watch and let you know any comments I might have. One comment: in the damage tables, the last ASI is calculated on the basis of lvl 20 (wizards get
it at level 19). So basically the other races /but the bladesinger table will be the last ASI on lvl 19 not 20. Same with other races/double owner will get last on lvl 20 (while the guide mentions th last not at all). Or did I miss something? Also, one question is how to read the rules when using cantrips of a green flame blade or a boom blade.
Both cantrips will say that a melde attack should be made. The PHB on page 205 says that a spell requiring an attack (melda or range) uses a mesmerizing abilitiy modifier. Does this mean that bladesinger a) uses the INT bonus when attacking with GFB or BB cantrips and when the blades does b) a complete attack (potentially with dual
possession) the DEX bonus is applied? if so, is this reflected in the manual/statistics? I'm not sure I agree with your assessment of George. It's not always about DNR, George is pretty unkillable, and it can count on a lot. I've had some experience of playing George and it can be very nice to tie up enemies while they're stuck useless trying
In you. Also, one question is how to read the rules when using cantrips green green blade or arrow blade. Both cantrips will say that a melde attack should be made. The PHB on page 205 says that a spell requiring an attack (melda or range) uses a mesmerizing abilitiy modifier. Does this mean that bladesinger a) uses the INT bonus
when attacking with GFB or BB cantrips and when the blades does b) a complete attack (potentially with dual possession) the DEX bonus is applied? if so, is this reflected in the manual/statistics? This refers to the very spell requiring a roll attack, GFB and BB formulated in such a way that you make a melee weapon attack as part of a
casting spell. Attacking the weapon is decided separately from the spell itself, and uses your STR or DEX as needed (although the spell does increase it by adding some extra dice to higher levels). Last edited: October 15, 2016 One comment: in the damage tables the latest ASI is calculated based on lvl 20 (wizards get it at level 19). So
basically the other races /but the bladesinger table will be the last ASI on lvl 19 not 20. Same with other races/double owner will get last on lvl 20 (while the guide mentions th last not at all). Or did I miss something? Thank you! Yes, I was thinking about my own character based on two levels of fighter. I must have been in this mindset
when I built these tables. Fix now. Also, one question is how to read the rules when using cantrips of a green flame blade or a boom blade. Both cantrips will say that a melde attack should be made. The PHB on page 205 says that a spell requiring an attack (melda or range) uses a mesmerizing abilitiy modifier. Does this mean that
bladesinger a) uses the INT bonus when attacking with GFB or BB cantrips and when the blades does b) a complete attack (potentially with dual possession) the DEX bonus is applied? if so, is this reflected in the manual/statistics? This would be the case, except for scAG cantrips specifically the state to make a melee attack with a
weapon, as opposed to say Shocking Grasp which says: make an attack spell of melee. Rule 205 applies to spell attacks, while 194 set out rules for melee attacks and range attacks. The tables in the guide reflect only the average damage result, without taking into account the probability of being hit. However, all attacks in the tables
(except Firebolt) will be Dex based attacks anyway. I'm not sure I agree with your assessment of George. It's not always about DNR, George is pretty unkillable, and it can count on a lot. I've had some experience playing George and it can be really nice to tie enemies until they're stuck uselessly trying to poke at you. He's definitely tankier
on the HP side, but Alexander probably has the same ac and more spell slots to burn on defensive reactions. Less likely to die AOE which may not be the opposite with Absorb Elements, but I think in the end George and Alexander are at the same level in defence. This means that George is giving up a lot of a lot a little more DNR. That's
what makes me feel like it's not worth it. To be fair, George is still a strong build overall, and a decent drop for EK, I just feel that a lot of players will feel more drawn to Alexander or Brutus (maybe it's just min-max'r in me!). Two things to note: Double wielding doesn't work with SCAG cantrips: You're reducing your DPR to double-wielding
anti-use cantrips. Duels do not increase your chance to get. It also seems someone forgot the Magic Stone. Going SAD for bonus action just about every second round is pretty much given above. As UngeheuerLich points out, at certain levels (with certain builds), dual ownership will out-damage SCAG cantrips on their own. You can see
this in a few tables at the end of the guide. The real synergy comes from Haste however, allowing you to proc your attack outside of your hands with Haste provided attack, in the same turn you use one of the SCAG cantrips. I think without this particular combo, the feat of scoring in a double-build possession would make it questionable.
Thank you for pointing out my dueling mistake. I must have thought it was No.2 in attack rolls. I'll put some thought into presenting this where it's appropriate throughout the guide. The Magic Stone is not the Wizard's Castrip. It's only on Druid and Warlock's spell lists. I'm not sure where you're going with the SAD comment. There is a
common problem that these cantrips reduce the value of a second attack. Not Oh no, the game is a ruined question. Maybe not a problem at all, just a change. I think you're right that this is more of a change than a problem. This gives you options in most scenarios. SCAG cantrips the bunch all your damage coming out in one roll attack. If
you want to have a better chance of dealing with at least some damage, the full action of the attack will be better. It is also straight out-damaging SCAG cantrips at certain levels with certain builds. I think giving Bladesinger the equivalent of War Magic would be too much. As I mentioned in my BS drop section for EK I think that Mar Magic
is not so broken for EK (even one dive BS). I think it would give too much damage to the output at Bladesinger. I think the extra attack actually ends up feeling pretty balanced. You stop the fighter too soon. Fighter 6 gives you more ASIs than otherwise available to you, while Eldritch Knight 7 gets you a powerful War Magic feature. You
stop the fighter too soon. Fighter 6 gives you more ASIs than otherwise available to you, while Eldritch Knight 7 gets you a powerful War Magic feature. Fighter 6 gives you two early ASI fighter instead of the two late ASI's Masters. It's not really a benefit. You also give up level 9 spells (and only get one level 8 slot at level 19 or 20
(depending on your and a spell of skill. If you want to lose Master ASI back (from more than one level of multiclass), only four level fighter will do, but still due to Level 9 spells. EK 7 will give you war war which will allow you to get one additional attack in after the SCAG cantrip (which could be performed with TWF and Haste, or any BA
spell damage flaming sphere, Minute Meteors, etc....). In addition to the 6th level drop loss, you lose the Victory Song, which is a huge damage buff at the upper levels. If you take all your fighter levels early, you can get a potential positive damage effect through the average levels of War Magic, but The Victory Song is definitely an out-of-
damage magic war in most scenarios. I think one level of fighter drop is great for TWF (and Con Save if level 1), two has the potential for splash action, three has the potential to maneuver, and four, maybe to get your ASI back, but all that's behind it seems like a waste. Not true. ASIs are at 4, 8, 12, 16 and 19. Fighter 7/Wizard 13
receives ASIs at 4, 6, 11, 15 and 19: In fact, moving all ASi forward except the last. Fighter 8/ Wizard 12 also gets more ASI than that, at the expense of the Wizards 13 stuff. It should also be noted that the Victory Song is cool and all but how long until you see it? And how long until this campaign ends, when do you do? Vs War Magic is
already on the 7th level. More levels of fighter also makes you tougher. For the same reason, the ninth level of spells is not so great outside of the situation board. You get it for the last three levels if you go straight to The Wizard and then more for multiclasses. Not true. ASIs are at 4, 8, 12, 16 and 19. Fighter 7/Wizard 13 receives ASIs at
4, 6, 11, 15 and 19: In fact, moving all ASi forward except the last. So you get them early if you start a pure fighter. It's true, but you were originally told that you would get more ASI. It's not true. Fighter 8/ Wizard 12 also gets more ASI than that, at the expense of the Wizards 13 stuff. Abandon the level 8 spells. It should also be noted that
the Victory Song is cool and all but how long until you see it? And how long until this campaign ends, when do you do? Vs War Magic is already on the 7th level. More levels of fighter also makes you tougher. But the same line of thinking (why worry about what happens at the end of the game if you couldn't get there) makes me wonder
what the point is, starting with a 7/8 level fighter, if you can never actually get to play Bladesinger... Yes, you could war Magic at level 7, but you could also level 4 spells at level 7. Putting so many levels into a fighter jet dilutes the Bladesinger experience for me... Yes, you'll have a bunch of HP and perhaps an extra/previously feat, but
fewer spells are known/slots. After all, I also just don't think War Magic is worth the plunge. Just gives you another way to spend your bachelor. I don't think you need it. For the same reason, the ninth level of spells is not so great situation boards. You get it for the last three levels if you go straight to The Wizard and then more for
multiclasses. The last four levels. Level 9 spells start at 17. And if you don't plan to play until 17, then you're holding something back until the last few levels (7, 8 levels of spells? So you get them early if you start a pure fighter. It's true, but you were originally told that you would get more ASI. It's not true. Abandon the level 8 spells. But the
same line of thinking (why worry about what happens at the end of the game if you couldn't get there) makes me wonder what the point is, starting with a 7/8 level fighter, if you can never actually get to play Bladesinger... Yes, you could war Magic at level 7, but you could also level 4 spells at level 7. Putting so many levels into a fighter jet
dilutes the Bladesinger experience for me... Yes, you'll have a bunch of HP and perhaps an extra/previously feat, but fewer spells are known/slots. After all, I also just don't think War Magic is worth the plunge. Just gives you another way to spend your bachelor. I don't think you need it. The last four levels. Level 9 spells start at 17. And if
you don't plan to play until 17, then you're holding something back until the last few levels (7, 8 spell levels? Because the blades are a guy with a sword and a spell. Eldritch Knight Blades as well as Bladesinger goes online at a maximum of 9, leaving you more than half the game. Taste wise there is no influence. Power wise you trade
some spell of power for military might. But you Bladesinger, you do that anyway or you won't be Bladesinger (at least not the type of this guide focuses on). Because the blades are a guy with a sword and a spell. Eldritch Knight Blades as well as Bladesinger goes online at a maximum of 9, leaving you more than half the game. Knight
Eldritch has been around for a while though, as a combat expert with a bit of magic. The beauty of Bladesinger is a complete Wizard of Motion Art with considerable combat prowess. So I personally don't think of EK as a BS at all, which is probably where our major differences in style of play come from. Taste wise there is no influence.
Power wise you trade some spell of power for military might. But you Bladesinger, you do that anyway or you won't be Bladesinger (at least not the type of this guide focuses on). One level of multiclass, as I often promote, is a small trade yes (but as I noted, the last level of the Masters gives very little). But the clean blades do not give up
a spell for their fighting prowess. You give other abilities to the Magic Tradition, but I, for one, think That Bladesinger is better than the others. But for playstyle/taste considerations, I still just don't think that a bunch of HP (on damage reduction/mitigation focused class) and War Magic (another BA option) cost so many levels of drop. Your
combat output damage won't improve, so you give up high-level spells and Bladesinger features for some tankiness and another feat. I just think it's bad Page 2 Some comments/thoughts on eleven blades (no human option with starting feat): 1) Paladin 2 / Bladesinger X How would you you paladin 2 / Blades X and what feats would you
take? I can see that wielding two weapons will still work (to get another chance for a divine smite), although I will probably miss the double-wielding feat. Instead of Warcaster, mobile, and 2x (DEX-2) will be taken. 2) Fighter 1 / Bladesinger X As a second thought overall, I am tempted to endure a double wild field (trading two Rapiers for
two short swords means 3 points less damage in a full round of attack, plus a AC dropped by 1) and instead use a mobile feat. To increase mobility. Exploits: mobile, warcaster, DEX-2, DEX-2, Int-2 3) Pure Blades Of Beaty I see here flexibility. You can either work with 2 weapons (short swords) or use bonus action for the spell. If two
weapons are used, it will be short swords. Compared to the Rapiers fighter 1/bladesinger X build, the average damage is 3 points lower (three d8 vs. three d6). In addition, a dual style fighter should be subcontracted. If DEX were maxed out a full round of attack would lose 5 points on an off-attack. A total of 8 average damages are traded
to gain more flexibility and free up the feat. So I could see cases where bonus action is used on a flaming sphere or a misty pitch or to revive the dead. The feats will be: mobile, warcaster, Dex-2, Dex-2, INT-2. Just some thoughts ... Log in or sign up to remove this ad MENTION6803822NADRIGOL/MENTION, I recently noticed that the
haste allowed you to make a rush attack with an additional offhand. Then you won't be able to use the extra attack, but it will still be worth it. I think the extra attack is still useful for the good old longbow, which with d8'5 and primary dex may well outdamage your firebolt along the length. I play Bladesingers almost exclusively, and I tend to
agree that too many multiclass levels are misleading to the Bladesinger experience. Currently I have a Level 8 pure singer in AL and I love it as it is. I don't think I'll be multiclassing at all for my build. My build is a little different compared to the manual, particularly in the way I handle my exploits and ASIs. I ignored War Custer and instead
took a hard and steady Dex at 4 and 8. My last three will be No.2 Int, Int and Dex in that order. Having struggled a lot of big troubles like Hydra and Beholder, I think Tough was a great take personally. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk As UngeheuerLich points out at certain levels (with certain builds), dual wielding will be out-damaging
SCAG cantrips on their own. You can see this in a few tables at the end of the guide. The real synergy comes from Haste however, allowing you to proc your attack outside of your hands with Haste provided attack, in the same turn you use one of the SCAG cantrips. I think without it combo, the feat of the score in the double build of the
owner will make it questionable. I think part of what keeps dual wielding somewhat viable is that it doesn't get compared to two-handed weapons or weapons and shields, both of which are banned Bladesong. I like to use Haste to attack actions to trigger your attack. Given MAD, I'm not sure how much I would give up on ASI for the feat
though. Dex/Int plus if multiclassification is all you need for that. Although haste's need to make regular effective use of the feat seems alarming. If DM does 6-8 fights a day, it's a lot of slots. Especially since in the melee you are likely to be hit and need to make concentration saves even if you have a good bonus blade. Plus it blocks other
concentration spells like Fire Shield and the like. And it takes steps to throw, so you linger to get into the mix. It's awful. This gives you 1 hp per level vs. 2 con at a price of 1 euro for your con, and thus concentration, saves and checks. It's awful. This gives you 1 hp per level vs. 2 con at a price of 1 euro for your con, and thus
concentration, saves and checks. As someone who currently has an active build using Tough, I don't regret taking it for the No.2 con. You still don't get the knowledge to keep it, and it's better than just increasing the con. So I understand by saying that taking Resilient Con is better than tough, but to get the con to the point where it will
make a big difference in you HP you have to reset 3 stats or you can't get Int and Dex to 20. Third, an additional 40 HP for an additional 20 is a big difference at higher levels. I only level 8, but I survived only against Beholder and Hydra I fought because of tough. I'll take an extra 20 HP for an extra 1 euro con saves. Especially since I'm
already getting a bonus to concentration checks Blade Song. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk Concentration Savings throws it is important to succeed in. The fact that no skills require a con does not mean that the test does not. PHB even lists example checks for each statistic. So good luck with that constitution check to tolerate the
harsh desert sun or any other few thoughts about multiclassy. I'm not sure I'd appreciate Paladin Sky Blue. Yes, Divine Smite and smite spells, but you move Charisma from landfill statistics to at least 13. Ranger (Hunter) 3 feature Hordebreaker, if you already use the Haste-for-attack action trick you mentioned, can give you another
attack as a free action. The sorcerer has the same Chr question as Paladin, and brings you much less in terms of the spells known. But it has con saves if you start with it. The twin works well with Haste, I wouldn't have sidelined. Thin spells also makes your spells to counterspell, so if this is a tactic your DM uses with any regularity it's a
great choice. I also have a few specific-K-UA drop thoughts, btu those are valid only in case the DM allows UA. Mystic is the only other INT core class. You can get a bunch of alternative excellent abilities. If you go Immortal on on You'll get INT tempo HPs every round, which will help with your own HP problems. Also disiplines can help.
The focus for Celerity gives you an edge on init, which lets you get your bladesong style up earlier, before people attack you. The psionian weapon gives something similar to the Divine Smite Paladin, but is powered by PP instead of spell slots. Whether it's a blessing or a missed opportunity depends on how quickly your slots run out. The
sorcerer (immortal light) gets Chr damage all fire and radiant, which can add to some SCAG cantrips and a bunch of spells. The Sorcerer (Shadow) has con saves like all other sorcerers - but he also gets to make a con save from getting reduced to 0 HPs. DC 5 damage. You can do save every time, not just once. Also, once you get
witchcraft points you can use to throw the darkness you can see though, a good trick to gain an advantage. Concentration saving throws are essential to success. It's no.1 to it has a 5% chance of saving every time you hit. The fact that no skills require a con does not mean that the test does not. PHB even lists example checks for each
statistic. So good luck with the fact that the constitution check to endure the harsh desert sun or any other roll making to survive the harsh conditions to keep not being tested. This is in DMG. Plus one is 5%. Are you sure. But then again with a full int to concentration, that's not a problem. One is the problem of dropping on things that
make 20 damages a hit. 40 HP means you survive two of these hits, not one. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk 20 hit? Of course, 20 extra hp helps. So not having your (effectively) AC drop from a loss of concentration on a rush or great invisibility. (THE) I don't hee NADRIGOL's Bladesinger Guide 20 hit? Of course, 20 extra hp helps.
So not having your (effectively) AC drop from a loss of concentration on a rush or great invisibility. We play in different styles. I don't use invisibility very often. Of course Haste I will use, but my main defensive spell is Mirror Image. You don't need concentration. The rush I use for extra attack and speed is more than No.2, and I don't use it
against big threats where extra HP is the biggest help. Too risky with its flaws. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk We play in different styles. I don't use invisibility very often. Of course Haste I will use, but my main defensive spell is Mirror Image. You don't need concentration. The rush I use for extra attack and move speed is greater
than No.2. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk Still does not affect the math: the blunder does not cause any damage, 20 extra HP (and that only on 20) That's it. 20 hp once a day. Against how much you would save from concentration spells turning a hit into a miss. Re: Saves: No, saves at the moment (There's a boulder heading for
you, make Dexterity save throw), checking off the things you make effort to (It's agility (acrobatics) check to run the assault course). Still does not affect the math: the blunder does not cause any damage, 20 extra HP (and that at level 20) that's it. 20 hp once a day. Against how much you would save from concentration spells turning a hit
into a miss. It doesn't make sense. If you rely on your concentration spells turning punches into misses, why should you do the checks first? You're not going to get hit! Ultimately, it's not a reliable style of play to just not get hit. At higher levels things can hit your air conditioner with good rolls and power saves that are damaging, regardless
of whether you do them or not. You will take the damage. And with such poor health make your saves no matter when you get dropped from attacks that make it through. Taking Tough allows you to survive longer when you get hit (and you will) and you don't give a huge boost to con saves. The difference is only 5%. This comes 1 in 20
saves. I'll give that one miss in 20 to make sure I survive longer when I can't avoid being hit. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk Re: Saves: No, saves at the moment (There's a boulder heading for you, make Dexterity save throw), checking off the things you make effort to (It's agility (acrobatics) check to run the assault course). Page
DMG 110. Details of severe weather. You're eating saves. Not checks. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk It doesn't make sense. If you rely on your concentration spells turning punches into misses, why should you do the checks first? You're not going to get hit! No, it doesn't make sense. It's an argument in the same vein as if you rely
on hit points to not die, why do you die in the first place? You don't accept the damage! Hits will pass, it's inevitable, especially given the keeping to throw the power thing. The important thing is that when they pass, you minimize their impact. Even at the highest level, losing 20HP has less impact than losing the likes of Haste. No, it
doesn't make sense. It's an argument in the same vein as if you rely on hit points to not die, why do you die in the first place? You don't accept the damage! Hits will pass, it's inevitable, especially given the keeping to throw the power thing. The important thing is that when they pass, you minimize their impact. Even at the highest level,
losing 20HP has less impact than losing the likes of Haste. Not at the loss that HP drops you. Again only 1 to con saves won't effect 19 of the 20 saves you make. 20 HP keeps you alive longer. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk Not at the loss that HP drops you. Again only 1 to con saves won't effect 19 of the 20 saves you make. 20
HP keeps you alive longer. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk Good. And in what seanario creature ever does enough damage to throw you into one hit? Because if it's not a one-hit, saving AC is better than saving HP. Page 3 Is Good. And in what seanario creature ever enough damage to throw you into one hit? Because if it's not a
one hit, keeping the AC current than saving HP. Fighting an ancient dragon is the first thing that comes to mind. Breathing arms drop you quickly. But it's not easy doing it in one hit. It's about having your health chipped away during an adventure day. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk to log in or sign up to remove this ad Fighting the
Ancient Dragon is the first thing that comes to mind. Breathing arms drop you quickly. But it's not easy doing it in one hit. It's about having your health chipped away during an adventure day. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk which doesn't happen with your protection from the concentration of spells still up. When this happens, when
you lose concentration because you went for an extra 1HP per level. Chipped from health, meet the costs of a hit bone, it is handy in a pinch if there are no healers. As for you, lost concentration, you are still stuck with wasting another slot spell I'm afraid of. Ditto. Rule 0 is an unchanged rule. If your DM changes the rule to crush you or
your character find a new band. There is no good reason to do some abandon saving because you don't want them to succeed. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk If your DM changes the rules to smite you or your character to find a new group. There is no good reason to do some abandon saving because you don't want them to



succeed. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk yes sure make it seem hostile. The last word for DM. If you cross the desert, he demands a check, it's his prerogative. The player is not entitled. Checks, saves and attacks are all at his discretion to be used when the outcome of the situation is uncertain. What doesn't happen with your
protection from the concentration of spells is still up. When this happens, when you lose concentration because you went for an extra 1HP per level. Chipped from health, meet the costs of a hit bone, it is handy in a pinch if there are no healers. As for you, lost concentration, you are still stuck with wasting another slot spell I'm afraid of. Hit
the bones for the master pretty bad overall. D6s. Good luck getting most of your health back with them. You still seem to be thinking of taking a hard way means you can't make savings throws. It's not even close to the point. The difference is 1 point. Mathematics suggests he didn't enter the game 19 of the 20 times you roll saves. Sent
from my iPhone using Tapatalk Hit Bones for The Wizard pretty bad overall. D6s. Good luck getting most of your health back with them. You still seem to be thinking of taking a hard way means you can't make savings throws. It's not even close to the point. The difference is 1 point. Mathematics suggests he didn't enter the game 19 of the
20 times you roll saves. Sent from my iPhone using Except that it's a d6'con mod. Which is more than if you take Tough too, so this. You seem to think that the extra 20HP and a little higher HPMax bee knees when in fact it just means you're a little less squishier the first time you hit, at the expense of it is harder to concentrate, heal or
endure. Yes, of course, to do so seems hostile. The last word for DM. If you cross the desert, he demands a check, it's his prerogative. The player is not entitled. Checks, saves and attacks are all at his discretion to be used when the outcome of the situation is uncertain. It's hostile. Especially since it was saving against the harsh weather
in every edition I played. There is no single reason for it to be a check. Checks for when your character is actively doing something that can fail. Saves when your character can withstand something that affects him. This is the definition of severe weather. And this is presented in the rules as the use of saves to handle these exact
scenarios. Anyway, I'm playing in the Adventure League. The format follows the rules as written, and so I would never run into a DM that ignores the rule just because. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk Well now you just say hyperbole, so I'm out. Except that it's a d6'con mod. Which is more than if you take Tough too, so this. You
seem to think that the extra 20HP and a little higher HPMax bee knees when in fact it just means that you are a little less squishier the first time you hit, the price of finding it harder to concentrate, heal, or endure. Gee I wonder what the biggest problem with Bladesinger is? I was under the impression that it was like squishy they were. I
think I was wrong tho because of the feat that fixes this issue so scary. It's just a little less squishy the first time you hit. It's less squishy for life. Hitting you doesn't mean you're losing. My Level 8 Singer has 66 HP. The fighter I play with level 8 and has 68 HP. Its ac 19 and my singers are 25-27 with a shield. His con saves are No.7, my
con saves are No.5. Personally, this is a fairly favorable comparison of IMO. In 2 levels I can additionally help my con checks by preventing damage with Defense Songs. Anytime I get hit by a large amount I can burn the slot and take virtually no damage. Which also means that my con is easy to save. But I still get to have an HP
comparable to a fighter jet when I can't escape every attack or make every save. I don't have to rely on spells to keep me alive every fight. This means I can save some spell slots and still fight in front. I will take that every day for an extra 1 euro to one save. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk Well now you just say hyperbole, so I'm out.
I don't understand how I say Hyperbole when all I do is pointing to the rules and facts. All I do is provide actual math and references. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk It's just under squishy the first time you hit. It's less squishy for life. Hitting you doesn't mean You're losing. It does if you can't heal back that extra 20hp. Oh, look, on
average, you can't. While Mr No 2 Con looks brilliant and strong, with an extra 10hp he can heal back, his faster healing rate at death, and his better con checks and and It does if you can't heal back that extra 20hp. Oh, look, on average, you can't. While Mr No 2 Con looks brilliant and strong, with an extra 10hp he can heal back, his
faster healing rate at death and his better con checks and saves. On average you can't? The middle party has a healer. You still get it back with long stays. And you can buy medicinal potions. You have many options to heal it back without relying on HD. Just because the healing potions readily available to Mr. Tough makes more efficient
use of his extra 20 HP, he can make better use of the healing spells spent on him, and his con keeps only 5% less effective. The number is not big enough to enter the game often sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk This is news. The closest you come to providing math is the vague link that it exists. So you're saying that I haven't shown
that my HP, retains and AC is either comparable or far exceed that of the fighters? Or that I haven't indicated several times how the 5% increase only comes into play in 1 of the 20 rolls on average? You are right. I must have not done real math. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk Just because the healing potions readily available Mr.
Tough makes more efficient use of his extra 20 HP, he can better use the healing spells spent on him, and his con saves only 5% less effective. The room is not big enough to enter the game often sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk You are half right. It only comes into play to the higher end of the injury spectrum. Oh, look, that's when
you argued that Tuit was better. So you're saying that I haven't shown that my HP, retains and AC is either comparable or far exceed that of the fighters? Or that I haven't indicated several times how the 5% increase only comes into play in 1 of the 20 rolls on average? You are right. I must have not done real math. Sent from my iPhone
using Tapatalk Yup, no statistics, no evidence, not even any example of value or side by side comparison. You try to use this math in a newspaper, you get laughed at from the publisher's building. You're half right. It only comes into play to the higher end of the injury spectrum. Oh, look, that's when you argued that Tuit was better. Please
explain to me how this 5% will help you at the higher end of the damage spectrum. And feel free to also include how having more HP won't help in the same situation. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk Please explain to me how this 5% will help you at the higher end of the spectrum of damage. And feel free to also include how having
more HP won't help in the same situation. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk Hmm let's see, it's very easy. Concentration saves a minimum of DC 10. with 20 Int, 14 Con, and protection ring fails only on Bank 1. The con increase by 2 has no effect here because you've already fulfilled the threshold. Let's go higher, DC 15 (out of 30
damage). You're not at 6 or below, so No 2 Con helps check. Now let's add some HP to the situation, not the No.1 to the check, you're still not on 6. A. Creatures next hit will kill you, regardless of the extra HP, because it's not much (maximum 20). The extra HP did nothing, but if you still had this rush, it's 10% more likely that you wouldn't
be hurt. This is a very simple rule of being able to avoid damage better than being able to absorb damage. (LEAD) I don't hee NADRIGOL's Bladesinger Guide Hmm let's see, it's very easy. Concentration saves a minimum of DC 10. Bladesinger with 20 Int, 14 Con, and Protection Ring fails only on Bank 1. The con increase by 2 has no
effect here because you've already fulfilled the threshold. Let's go higher, DC 15 (out of 30 damage). You're not at 6 or below, so suddenly the No.2 con helps check. Now let's add some HP to the situation, not the No.1 to the check, you're still not on 6. A. Creatures next hit will kill you, regardless of the extra HP, because it's not much
(maximum 20). The extra HP did nothing, but if you still had this rush, it's 10% more likely that you wouldn't be hurt. This is a very simple rule of being able to avoid damage better than being able to absorb damage. Ok. So here's my first question with this. It's just math separate from the actual context of meeting and math, which doesn't
take into account all the abilities of Bladesingers. First, you assume that the singer will be free to take 30 damages (I wouldn't). If it's AOE, Absorb Elements is going to cut that in half and reduce DC to 10 times. You still take 15 damage tho, so while the save is still only failing on one you're still down 15 HP. If you only took ASI Con you
are now down 5 points over HP that ASI provided. But if you took Tough you still have 5 more HP than you would have you didn't take it. If that's the goal, not the AOE I still don't take 30. I'd use the Defense Song to reduce it by at least 15. Maybe even absorb all 30 points. Either way I still can't save that (if you're critically unfortunate) and
I still have a lot of HP for the rest of the fight. Now about your Haste comments. How will Haste help if it's AOE? It's not that. But if that's one goal? Let's take a look at this then: Assuming you level 20 (which is what math suggests from the beginning) and let's assume it's an ancient dragon you're fighting. Let's say Ancient White (CR20).
He's going to make three attacks in the round, each at 14 pounds to hit. So with 20 Int, 20 Dex, Magician Armor, Ring Protection, Hurry and Shield you look at 31 AC. Thus, the dragon gets on a roll of 17 or more. Is this a 20% chance to get caught? Ok. Not bad. It strikes you 1 in 5 attacks. Took out Haste and it drops your air conditioner
to 29. This means that it gets on Or better. So, three out of 10 attacks. That's a clear difference. But why do we use Haste when it has a huge retreat and does not help against the AOE? Of course we get one additional attack, but we don't do huge combat damage damage (1d8-10-13 depending on the type of magic weapon). Instead,
why don't we use the Mirror Image? This does not require concentration and completely avoids damage provided that we do the roll. Even if you get hit you will still mirror the images are active for 3 minimum attacks. Or the Spot That Gives the Dragon a Flaw? Let's look at the disadvantage and probability. You have a 30% chance of
swerving 15 or higher without flaws. But with a disadvantage that falls to less than 9%. That's a huge difference. So why do we even use Haste in the first place when Blur is statistically better and uses the bottom slot? And it doesn't have to back down when it ends up unlike The Rush. So to sum up, for AOEs taking Tough over a Con
Bump means that by assuming that you're actually playing as a singer and casting in defense, you'll come out better with more HP overall and still make saves as often as Con Singer. For one target attack, you don't have to be that close to something that makes 30 hits in the first place, but Song Defense provides the same advantage for
both singers, making it easy to keep and leaving Tough Singer with more HP and longer shelf life! And for singers in general, don't use a rush against big enemies who are hard hit and often. Use the Blur. Hurry is better for mob enemies who don't hit your air conditioning so often, since Haste's offensive advantage is greater than the
defensive gains. Sent from my iPhone via Tapatalk Last edited: October 16, 2016 Page 4 See, Hyperbole. Completely avoids damage provided that we do the roll. Oh, and the air conditioner completely avoids damage, assuming they don't roll. And then you talk about the Blur being better. Hate to break it to you, but the better
concentration of the positive effect is stronger my point. As for just avoiding damage, yes, of course, then we just do the same when 20hp will matter and it won't matter either. It affects both equally (well no, it promotes con, but ...), so it doesn't matter. log in or sign up to remove this ad I hope there is enough math for you. Sent from my
iPhone using Tapatalk one paragraph and one paragraph against how against the same static values? Hardly. I at least gave two values so the comparison could be made. You see, hyperbole. Completely avoids damage provided that we do the roll. Oh, and the air conditioner completely avoids damage, assuming they don't roll. And then
you talk about the Blur being better. Hate to break it to you, but the better concentration of the positive effect is stronger my point. As for just avoiding damage, yes, of course, then we just do the same when 20hp will matter and it won't matter either. It affects both equally (well no, it's Con, but ...), so it doesn't matter. The mirror image
avoids damage completely. It's not hyperbole. That's what the spell does. Also, my point about Haste is not against the tough vs. con argument. They are designed to illustrate that Haste is not a spell that you should use in any situation, and that The stain is better. My point against tough and con is that any singer isn't going to just take 30
damages. All of them will try to prevent as much damage as possible. And looking at your example of 30 damage both singers will use reactions to reduce damage, regardless of if they took tough or not. And in this context both singers will make Concentration saves with the same frequency, but Tough Singer will come out with more HP
without using additional resources. This means that you survive more of these attacks and still do the saves just as often. More survivability with the same to maintain success %. This promotes a tough feat rather than a Con ASI no matter how much you want it not to be. So where does the extra con help more than a hard feat in this
scenario? Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk Mirror Image does avoid damage completely. It's not hyperbole. That's what the spell does. And that's why it's hyperbole. Because you want to ignore the conditional. Mirror image means you avoid damage completely if you do the role. The presence of a AC means that you completely avoid
damage if they do not cope with the roll. In the same strain I can guarantee you 3 Con Master will never take the damage... If they don't hang it. And obviously when I say That Bladesinger does 30 damages, I mean, they do 30 damage. They don't have 30 injuries coming at them. Maybe they've used their reaction, maybe they're out of
spell slots, maybe they've cut it as much as possible. It doesn't matter how somehow they end up taking 30 damages. (MENTION)6780961 Yunru/MENTION, GarettKP: As far as I'm concerned, I see two separate lines of argument. Both are logically valid. Which one you prefer depends on your own preferences. I thank you for sharing
your views, so I can add them to my considerations. And that's why it's hyperbole. Because you want to ignore the conditional. Mirror image means you avoid damage completely if you do the role. The presence of a AC means that you completely avoid damage if they do not cope with the roll. In the same strain I can guarantee you 3 Con
Master will never take the damage... If they don't hang it. And obviously when I say That Bladesinger does 30 damages, I mean, they do 30 damage. They don't have 30 injuries coming at them. Maybe they've used their reaction, maybe they're out of spell slots, maybe they've cut it as much as possible. It doesn't matter how somehow
they end up taking 30 damages. That's where I take issue with it because it's out of context. How did they take the damage and not reduce it further? Are they that drained resource that they can't reduce it They don't have to be in close combat in this scenario to start with and neither Con nor Tough are going to help them much at all. If
you are so drained of resources that you take 30 damages and can't reduce it you're in trouble regardless. But even if you insist on ignoring the context of the meeting and look only at this particular scenario, we we talk about only 5% of the difference. You have to roll 6 or better (75%) and I have to roll 7 or better (70%). I'll succeed 14 out
of 20. And it's already happening less than 9% of the time with your defensive spell active. I see two separate lines of reasoning @NADRIGOL. : One comment about the guide. The multi-class section on the second-level fall paladin reads: Please note that spells requiring saves will be based on wisdom, which does... The PHB on page
84/85 mentions that the paladin spells charisma is based. First, you can change that in the manual. Second, the DC spell is better for those paladin spells (compared to if wisdom will apply the ability of the spell). Of course, it's not as good as a fully maxed INT wizard. But given that Paladin 2 / bladesinger X has a MAD requirement,
wisdom is likely to be 8, while INT and CHA 14 or 13. Assuming inT doesn't increase on Paladin/bladesinger (instead of DEX being maxed or feats taken), Master and Paladin spells have the same (or almost the same) DC spell. If I had built a tall elf pallysinger, my stats would be 14,14,12,14,8,14 (after applying race changes). So in my
build the DC spell for the Wizard and Paladin spells the same. Last edited: October 17, 2016 Well, I'm glad that the four pages of comments I missed overnight are not all the reviews I need to act on... I think the tough, resilient (con) and No.2 con are all viable. I think you both made big points. Here's my contribution to the situation...
Screw all of them. You both made similar arguments about how your choice of opponents was only valuable in fringe scenarios. I think it's true. Singers already have great AC and defensive spell lovers. As a singer, you have to play carefully, throwing the most appropriate defensive spells, rather than inserting yourself into scenarios
where 30 damage is going to throw you. You're still a Wizard with full progression spells, and heading back line behind the cover and throwing away some spells still need to be viable (unless you somehow have the ability to heal to get you melee ready). Given how cool the possibilities are from feats like Dual Wielder, Warcaster, Mobile,
and how on-character-list profitable bumping Dex or Int would be, I wouldn't put focus in HP/Con options if my DM's playstyle directly lead to me thinking that I had no other choice. I went through it. entries in the manual, and decided not to change anything. I've added a quick review of the asi bump stat in the feat section for reference, but
they shouldn't surprise anyone. @NADRIGOL I recently noticed that the rush allowed you to make a rush attack with an extra offhand. Then you won't be able to use the extra attack, but it will still be worth it. I think the extra attack is still useful for the good old longbow, which with d8'5 and primary dex may well outdamage your firebolt
along the length. This is the beauty of Haste with this assembly... abuses using Haste, SCAG cantrips and TWF simultaneously. The build would certainly have been less viable without it. Yet the arguments that will be made for him for sure. Having more attack weapons really uses the Victory bonus song late in the game. But I don't think
I would be here claiming it's the optimal build. The extra attack definitely helps when you have to retreat into the range. You can see the Comparison of Longbow vs. Firebolt in some tables at the end of the guide. A few thoughts about multiclassy. I'm not sure I'd appreciate Paladin Sky Blue. Yes, Divine Smite and smite spells, but you
move Charisma from landfill statistics to at least 13. The distribution of statistics is an awful yes. But you're taking notice from some typical Bladesinger/Wizard playstyles and focusing more on Smite. Very different from the rest of the manual, and not easy to play, but I think still at the same power level to deserve Sky Blue. I think if I ever
try this, I would do three or four multiclass ways to achieve something like the Multi-Smite build I touch in section one of many. Ranger (Hunter) 3 feature Hordebreaker, if you already use the Haste-for-attack action trick you mentioned, can give you another attack as a free action. Thanks for pointing this out! I don't know how I missed it. A
bit situational, but clearly the best choice. This extends Ranger's interest for what I've noted for the Level 2 drop. TWF, Hunter Sign (or Maneuvers), and possible free additional attack, for a three-level drop. Compare this to TWF, Action Surge and maneuvers for a three-level fighter crash. Definitely a contender. The sorcerer has the same
Chr question as Paladin, and brings you much less in terms of the spells known. But it has con saves if you start with it. The twin works well with Haste, I wouldn't have sidelined. Thin spells also makes your spells immune to counterspell, so if this is a tactic your DM uses with any regularity it's a great choice. I've done a few updates to
reflect this. I also have a few specific-K-UA drop thoughts, btu those are valid only in case the DM allows UA. Mystic is the only other INT core class. You can get a bunch of alternatives Abilities. If you go Immortal on the 3rd you will get INT tempo HPs every round which will help with your own HP problems. Also disiplines can help. The
focus for Celerity gives you an edge on init, which lets you get your bladesong style up earlier, before people attack you. Psion weapon weapons something similar to the Divine Smite Paladin, but powered by PP instead of spell slots. Whether it's a blessing or a missed opportunity depends on how quickly your slots run out. The sorcerer
(immortal light) gets Chr damage all fire and radiant, which can add to some SCAG cantrips and a bunch of spells. The Sorcerer (Shadow) has con saves like all other sorcerers - but he also gets to make a con save from getting reduced to 0 HPs. DC 5 damage. You can do save every time, not just once. Also, once you get witchcraft
points you can use to throw the darkness you can see though, a good trick to gain an advantage. I referenced some UA content, but not all. I'll add it to my list of things to do, but I'm not sure when I'll get around to it. Well, I'm glad that the four page comments I missed overnight aren't all the reviews I need to act on... I think the tough,
resilient (con) and No.2 con are all viable. I think you both made big points. Here's my contribution to the situation... Screw all of them. You both made similar arguments about how your choice of opponents was only valuable in fringe scenarios. I think it's true. Singers already have great AC and defensive spell lovers. As a singer, you
have to play carefully, throwing the most appropriate defensive spells, rather than inserting yourself into scenarios where 30 damage is going to throw you. You're still a Wizard with full progression spells, and heading back line behind the cover and throwing away some spells still need to be viable (unless you somehow have the ability to
heal to get you melee ready). Given how cool the possibilities are from feats like Dual Wielder, Warcaster, Mobile, and how on-character-list profitable bumping Dex or Int would be, I wouldn't put much emphasis on HP/Con options if my DM's playstyle directly lead to me thinking that I had no other choice. I reviewed the relevant entries in
the manual, and decided not to change anything. I've added a quick review of the asi bump stat in the feat section for reference, but they shouldn't surprise anyone. My personal problem with these exploits are: Double Wield requires you to also take a warcaster. Otherwise, you can't take advantage of the feat. And personally I would
prefer to take a Resilient Dex or Con to get an extra save, which is the easiest way to attack a singer. So I have no room for more than 2 feats and one will be sustainable for me. Warcaster is fine, but for me the only reason to take this is for an advantage on a concentration check. The ability to double-wield and cast well, but without a
combative style or feat to support dual-wielding it doesn't add much to you offensive firepower. And I've already stated that I'm not taking the feat. So for me the dual-owning aspect is not a sell. The selling point is the casting of the reaction. But I never used my reaction to anything other than defense with my singer. So I'm not going to
waste my reaction when the song defense and shield and and Elements are the best choice. So while the advantage on concentration checks is awesome, I'm already getting a boost with Bladesong and defensive spells to make concentration checks much easier to pass. So Warcaster does nothing for me. Mobile is interesting, and while
this is definitely a good choice I just personally would rather hide my singers flaws (HP) than further enhance what I already get boosted (speed and output). Ultimately, it's just a style of play thing. I'd rather increase my biggest flaws (saves and HP) even more than boost my offense and live with my squishyness. Sent from my iPhone
using Tapatalk I think part of what keeps dual wielding somewhat viable is that it doesn't get compared to two-handed weapons or weapons and shields, both of which are banned by Bladesong. I like to use Haste to attack actions to trigger your attack. Given MAD, I'm not sure how much I would give up on ASI for the feat though. Dex/Int
plus if multiclassification is all you need for that. Synergy with the increasing number of attacks and the Song of Victory is also strong. Dual ownership definitely seems more viable with a human assembly option (which will not be allowed in many groups), and especially with a fighter to build. Not always an option, but incredibly strong
when available. Personally in my passing, I'm leaning towards not maxing int to feats (I'm just having so much fun with Dual Wielder, Warcaster, and Mobile!). Although haste's need to make regular effective use of the feat seems alarming. If DM does 6-8 fights a day, it's a lot of slots. Especially since in the melee you are likely to be hit
and need to make concentration saves even if you have a good bonus blade. Plus it blocks other concentration spells like Fire Shield and the like. And it takes steps to throw, so you linger to get into the mix. Definitely a concern to put so much emphasis on one positive effect. Note that you are not useless without it, but we immerse the
exploits in making it work, so you want it to pay off. Teaching your party a short rest every two fights will be helpful to top up Bladesong, but also to recoup Haste slots. Depending on the build, the concentration saves can become somewhat trivial. I have a con Save the skill, an int bonus from Bladesong, and an advantage from
Warcaster. This makes my average roll at level 5 at about 21, which will be successful on the damage taken to 42HP. Given how much effort we put into mitigating/avoiding damage, it doesn't look like this is going to be a problem in practice. Always using your concentration rush is weird, but I think when you really look at the options for
concentrating the spell, none of them scream Bladesinger as much as the rush. Especially from the non-conl. Defensive spells like mirror images and blinking are available. The action to throw Haste sucks. At the beginning of the levels, you end up having to choose the most suitable round one positive effect for the fight if you you
Ambush style anticipate the meeting (in this case, go positive effect crazy you melee god you!). Later in the levels, you can always wind up the Haste cast to start with your Bladesong (or your other favorite round one defensive spell). My personal problem with these exploits are: Double Wield requires you to also take a warcaster.
Otherwise, you can't take advantage of the feat. And personally I would prefer to take a Resilient Dex or Con to get an extra save, which is the easiest way to attack a singer. So I have no room for more than 2 feats and one will be sustainable for me. Warcaster is fine, but for me the only reason to take this is for an advantage on a
concentration check. The ability to double-wield and cast well, but without a combative style or feat to support dual-wielding it doesn't add much to you offensive firepower. And I've already stated that I'm not taking the feat. So for me the dual-owning aspect is not a sell. The last selling point is the casting reaction. But I never used my
reaction to anything other than defense with my singer. So I'm not going to waste my reaction when the Song defense and shield and absorb Elements is the best choice. So while the advantage on concentration checks is awesome, I'm already getting a boost with Bladesong and defensive spells to make concentration checks much
easier to pass. So Warcaster does nothing for me. Mobile is interesting, and while this is definitely a good choice I just personally would rather hide my singers flaws (HP) than further enhance what I already get boosted (speed and output). Ultimately, it's just a style of play thing. I'd rather increase my biggest flaws (saves and HP) even
more than boost my offense and live with my squishyness. Yes, it's definitely just a difference in the style of the game. The type of Bladesinger I play (and assisting in this leadership, very offensive, relying on internal defensive capabilities, and, as you've previously noted, smart decisions. It's very cool for any Bladesinger. Assuming you'll
be in close combat often, I have to disagree with you on one point, which is the way out. Bladesingers are inherently not great at escaping, for access to Misty Step (which I'd rather keep my BA for damage) and with high AC (allows you to shrug in OA). Being able to work in and around multiple enemies, ending where you please without
worrying about OA gives you tremendous flexibility in combat (as I point out in as long as you play on the grid). Th min-max'r in me says: out-smart your flaws, and increase your strengths, but there is obviously a huge amount of reality to correct these weaknesses, not, and and great all around'er. Yes, it's definitely just a difference in the
style of the game. The type of Bladesinger I play (and promoting this guide is very offensive, relying on internal defensive capabilities, and as you've previously noted, I've had a few opportunities to lock opponents with the OA Booming Blade when I knew it was my turn soon and didn't worry about keeping my RA up for defense.
Bladesingers are inherently not great at escaping, for access to Misty Step (which I'd rather keep my BA for damage) and with high AC (allows you to shrug in OA). Being able to work in and around multiple enemies, ending where you please without worrying about OA gives you tremendous flexibility in combat (as I point out in the guide,
as long as you play on the grid). Th min-max'r in me says: out-smart your flaws, and increase your strengths, but there is obviously a huge amount of reality to correct these weaknesses, not, and be great all around'er. See my thoughts on inevitability because I have a more defensive style. Myti Step is my escape route. And even without
that, if I run into the hoard I'm going to throw Haste on myself. And I can use Haste to disconnect. So Mobile just doesn't provide enough for me to take it on a more relevant (for my playstyle) feat and just using a spell. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk @NADRIGOL: One comment about the manual. The multi-class section on the
second-level fall paladin reads: Please note that spells requiring saves will be based on wisdom, which does... The PHB on page 84/85 mentions that the paladin spells charisma is based. First, you can change that in the manual. Second, the DC spell is better for those paladin spells (compared to if wisdom will apply the ability of the
spell). Of course, it's not as good as a fully maxed INT wizard. But given that Paladin 2 / bladesinger X has a MAD requirement, wisdom is likely to be 8, while INT and CHA 14 or 13. Assuming inT doesn't increase on Paladin/bladesinger (instead of DEX being maxed or feats taken), Master and Paladin spells have the same (or almost the
same) DC spell. If I had built a tall elf pallysinger, my stats would be 14,14,12,14,8,14 (after applying race changes). So in my build the DC spell for the Wizard and Paladin spells the same. That's a good catch. Thank you for that. This makes Paladin's spells, including beauties like Anger Smite, a little more viable. Hello Guide. Maybe the
guide can be renamed to reflect that it's less Bladesinger's guide as much as it is a guide to Gishing as Bladesinger. From the first first Going to Wizard 20 is absolutely awesome: You get all your masters to spell goodness on time because you're not multiclass, and you'll also get extra protection (very good for the Wizards) and also you
get some stabitystabtab backup ability whenever you want or need it. Sky blue, not plain blue. From a last-ditch perspective, yes, just plain blue: If you're going to focus on spells (the traditional wizard on your list) or want the melee to be your first option (Pure Bladesinger), obviously there are better choices... for a subset of Bladesingers.
Traditional Wizard: Heavenly Blue, but that's not what your guide covers. Paladin/Bladering: Compared to the similar Paladin2/AbjurerX, I think it doesn't deserve a sky blue rating. The latter gets to ignore Dex because he can wear a plate. It's a little less MAD. He can also hope for items that increase the Str, and can actually get full use
from the master's staff (or the sword of the paladin). The choice of weapons is also pretty good. Racial elections are also friendly, including the anti-Hobson's Choice: Half-Elf for 2Cha1Int1Str or VHuman for 1Int1Str and Heavy GunMan prowess? Bladesinger version can be made to work, even work well, but ... plain blue. Finally, the main
types at the top of the manual do not have a record for the obvious F1/BSX or F2/BSX. I suppose those may pass as multi-class abominations, but it seems a much smaller stretch than the P/BS build, which is a poster child of weird Multiclass Entities because of this just might work in our dimension. Just me, Ken Hi, interesting guide.
Maybe the guide can be renamed to reflect that it's less Bladesinger's guide as much as it is a guide to Gishing as Bladesinger. From a previous perspective, Going Wizard 20 is absolutely awesome: You get all your masters to spell goodness on time because you're not multiclass, and you'll also get extra protection (very good for the
Wizards) and also you get some stabitystabt backup ability whenever you want or need it. Sky blue, not plain blue. From a last-ditch perspective, yes, just plain blue: If you're going to focus on spells (the traditional wizard on your list) or want the melee to be your first option (Pure Bladesinger), obviously there are better choices... for a
subset of Bladesingers. Traditional Wizard: Heavenly Blue, but that's not what your guide covers. Paladin/Bladering: Compared to the similar Paladin2/AbjurerX, I think it doesn't deserve a sky blue rating. The latter gets to ignore Dex because he can wear a plate. It's a little less MAD. It can also rely on items that increase Str, and can
actually full use from the master's staff (or the sword of the paladin). The choice of weapons is also pretty good. Racial elections are also friendly, including the anti-Hobson's Choice: Half-Elf for 2Cha1Int1Str or VHuman for 1Int1Str and Heavy GunMan prowess? Bladesinger version can be made to work, even work well, but ... plain blue.
Finally, the main types at the top of the manual do not have a record for the obvious F1/BSX or F2/BSX. I suppose they can as multi-class abominations, but seems to have a much smaller stretch than the P/BS build, which is a poster child of weird multiclass entities because of this just might work in our dimension. Just me, Ken I agree
that Fighter1-2/BSx is a much more viable multiclass than The Paladin/Singer. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk GarrettKP Dual Wield requires you to also take Warcaster. Otherwise, you can't take advantage of the feat. And personally I would prefer to take a Resilient Dex or Con to get an extra save, which is the easiest way to attack
a singer. So I have no room for more than 2 feats and one will be sustainable for me. I see what you mean. I'm not really a fan of the double wielded feat. But I see my blades with two swords. As for the damage, the character loses 3 points on average (3 attacks with shorts swords 3d6 vs. 3 rapieriers with d8). But I get one feat back.
Thus, one could still do the fight with two weapons, but without the double wielding feat. Instead you could take either a mobile or a feat fits your resilent feat., if a fighter 1/ bladesinger X is built, you would have the skill in the con save (starting with the fighter). I think to take mobile (too many options provided by this feat: boom blade,
green blade flame, escape line ...) And beyond that, or a) mobile, warcaster, DEX-2, DEX-2, In'2 accepted or b) mobile, DEX-2, DEX No 2, INT No 2, INT No. As for The Paladin2/BladesingerX Build: I'm currently under the impression that it's not so much a difference compared to the pure blades, but it offers a new option with a divine
smite. my traditional high elf bladesinger 20: Str 8, DEX 16, Con 14, INT 16, Wis 8, CHA 12 Exploits: Mobile, Warcaster, DEX-2, DEX-2, INT-2 AC max with active song: 12 (light armor) - 5 (DEX) - 4 (INT) - 21 AC Max without song: 12 (light armor) - 5 (DEX) - 17 Full Damage Max Attack with 2 short swords 32.5 paladin2/bladesinger 18:
half pixie STR 13 DEX 16, CON 12, INT 14, WIS 8, CHA 14 Feats: Mobile, Warcaster, DEX-2, DEX-2 AC Max with Song Active: 12 (ligHt Armor) Style) - 20 AC Max Without Song: 12 (Light Armor) No5 (DEX) No.1 (Paladin battle style) - 18 Full maximum impact from an attack with 2 short swords (26.5 potential smite average damage -
22.5 per attack ( Maximum 3 attacks). if resilent should be seen as a feat, not. Considering the AC, the pale singer is not really different from the traditional assembly. The difference is greater on the FA's damage. Where the net blades has a higher sequential damage (32.5) in the full round of attack, the pallysinger has a higher peak if he
decides to apply smite to his attacks (plus 22.5 3 attacks). The beauty of the divine smite is the action economy and that spell slot to spend only when the attack is hit! This makes effective use of the use of Slots. If a spell slot is used, the damage is garantueed without Savin throwing. If the attack is missed, the spell slot is not wasted.
Both can be played as a traditional master, however the pure bladesinger will have a better DC spell due to the INT bonus (5 vs 2) and will have a better concentration of throw economy due to an INT called bladesong (No. 4 vs. No.2). Damage to cantrips is almost the same. The clean blades are slightly better (2 points of damage better)
in the green flame blade due to the higher INT. Booming blade is like the same thing. in fact, the difference is not so big for me. Both have full casting spells, the same use of cantrips. Pure blades have the best casting ability of spells, while the pallysinger has a much higher potential for damage in melee. Last edited: October 18, 2016
Page 5 Actually the difference in average damage in a full round of attack becomes smaller if both use only one rapier and instead of the warcaster feat INT No 2 taken: Pure Bladesinger average damage with one rapier at 20: 2xd8 and 5 No 5 (5DEX) No 5 (INT Victory Song) - 29 Pallysinger Average Damage with one rapier at 20: 2xd8
5'5 (DEX) 3 and 3 (INT Victory Song) 25 login or register, to remove this ad Hello, Interesting guide. Maybe the guide can be renamed to reflect that it's less Bladesinger's guide as much as it is a guide to Gishing as Bladesinger. From a previous perspective, Going Wizard 20 is absolutely awesome: You get all your masters to spell
goodness on time because you're not multiclass, and you'll also get extra protection (very good for the Wizards) and also you get some stabitystabt backup ability whenever you want or need it. Sky blue, not plain blue. From a last-ditch perspective, yes, just plain blue: If you're going to focus on spells (the traditional wizard on your list) or
want the melee to be your first option (Pure Bladesinger), obviously there are better choices... for a subset of Bladesingers. Traditional Wizard: Heavenly Blue, but that's not what your guide covers. I hear what you're saying. I didn't really put a thought into the title of this guide... So I added Melee to the title. At your point, I think it makes
the ratings playstyles clearer. Paladin/Bladering: Compared to the similar Paladin2/AbjurerX, I think it doesn't deserve a sky blue rating. The latter gets to ignore Dex because he can wear a plate. It's a little less MAD. He can also hope for items that increase the Str, and can actually get full use from the master's staff (or the sword of the
paladin). The choice of weapons is also pretty good. Racial elections are also friendly, including the anti-Hobson's Choice: Half-Elf for 2Cha1Int1Str or VHuman for 1Int1Str and weapons mastery? Bladesinger version can be made to work, even work well, but ... plain blue. I disagree on this. Yes Abjurer can wear plates, but even since 16
Dex and Int, Bladesinger will have a higher air conditioner, and much more room for growth that air conditioner. This AC difference can be very important such a low HP class is the backbone of the melee. The strength element is an interesting thought, but the impact of the damage from the weapon switch is small compared to the total
smite output. I think the degree to which bladesingers is expected to be more melee capable than Abjurer points to their Pally-Singer potential. Not saying they are particularly more capable than Abjurer, but I think in the context of creating a melee Bladesinger, Smite-Singer build defense/DPR/casting potential to hit Sky Blue. Finally, the
main types at the top of the manual do not have a record for the obvious F1/BSX or F2/BSX. I suppose those may pass as multi-class abominations, but it seems a much smaller stretch than the P/BS build, which is a poster child of weird Multiclass Entities because of this just might work in our dimension. Just me, Ken I tried to keep to
build a section specific multi-class-independent (the inevitable exception is Smite-Singer). Since the F1-2/BSX can be integrated into any of these playback styles, I don't want to give it its own category. However, I see now rereading the section that these thoughts may be clearer. I'll put some time to review. GarrettKP I see what you
mean. I'm not really a fan of the double wielded feat. But I see my blades with two swords. As for the damage, the character loses 3 points on average (3 attacks with shorts swords 3d6 vs. 3 rapieriers with d8). But I get one feat back. Thus, one could still do the fight with two weapons, but without the double wielding feat. Instead you
could take either a mobile or a feat fits your resilent feat., if a fighter 1/ bladesinger X is built, you would have the skill in the con save (starting with the fighter). I think to take mobile (too many options provided by this feat: boom blade, green blade flame, escape line ...) And beyond that, or a) mobile, warcaster, DEX-2, DEX-2, In'2
accepted or b) mobile, DEX-2, DEX No 2, INT No 2, INT No. Double Wielder hate is real... and perfectly reasonable. I don't think I've ever fully mastered that. One point of difference in damage on average is not huge... Especially since Dex or Int (late level) ASI will give the same positive effect of damage, when applying blows on the
sheet of the symbol. I will try to work this opinion in the manual. I also want to point out that I feel like you missed another very good multiclass option for singers, Rogue. Examination, Sneak Attack and cunning Action are all features worth mentioning for the Hit and Run singer. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk in essence for me the
difference is not so great. Both have full casting spells, the same use of cantrips. Pure blades have the best casting ability of spells, while the pallysinger has a much higher potential for damage in melee. Your last point is that matters to Smite-Singer. The build is all about Nova damage. I would never play pally-singer as a traditional
master, only in a full melee fight Pally multiclass will have a small cost everywhere on the sheet, but it's worth it for the nova potential. Really thinking about it, I'd probably say that you'll still have to build for TWF, just to increase the smite potential. The beauty of pulling this build with Bladesinger is that it's one of only full spell classes with
the defense/melee potential needed (obviously not the only option, as Abjurer commenter Ovarwa noted). I also want to point out that I feel like you missed another very good multiclass option for singers, Rogue. Examination, Sneak Attack and cunning Action are all features worth mentioning for the Hit and Run singer. Well, I did cover
Rogue in the multi-class section. I just don't think it's particularly strong. The expertise is really cool, but much more relevant in some campaigns and without much combat capability. Sneak Attack offers some potential damage bonus, but it's small at first, and only scales if you sink more levels into Rogue. Tricky action takes two levels of
fall, but I agree that it's great (mostly for disconnection), but it's in competition for your BA. Spending ASI on a mobile would give you a similar opportunity without costing your BA. Taking Rogue 3 for Swashbuckler's Fancy Footwork can be worth it (I gave this Sky Blue) as it frees up as you could spend on a mobile, and combined with
previous Rogue Features could be worth three levels of a drop. Well, I did cover Rogue in the multi-class section. I just don't think it's particularly strong. The expertise is really cool, but much more relevant in some campaigns and without much combat capability. Sneak Attack offers some potential damage bonus, but it's small at first, and
only scales if you sink more levels into Rogue. Tricky action takes two levels of fall, but I agree that it's great (mostly for disconnection), but it's in competition for your BA. Spending ASI on a mobile would give you a similar opportunity without costing your BA. Taking Rogue 3 for Swashbuckler's Fancy Footwork can be worth it (I gave this
Sky Blue) as it frees up as you could spend on a mobile, and combined with previous Rogue Features could be worth three levels of a drop. I must have missed it. Apologize. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk Hi, I have to disagree on this. Yes Abjurer can wear plates, but even since 16 Dex and Int, Bladesinger will have a higher air
conditioner, and much more room for growth that air conditioner. This AC difference can be very important when such a low HP class is the main melee. The strength element is an interesting thought, but the impact of the damage from the weapon switch is small compared to the total smite output. I think the degree to which the
Bladesingers are expected to be more melee than Abjurer points to their Pally-Singer potential. Not saying they are particularly more capable than Abjurer, but I think in the context of creating a melee Bladesinger, the Smite-Singer build has potential to hit Sky Blue. Higher air conditioning is only a fraction of the time, as heavy armor is
always competitive with light'dex. And Pa/Abj, which starts with HAM is very durable, starting at Level 1, with HAM styling ending up with the TempHP Shield Abjurer, both of which come in handy when the time comes to maintain concentration. And The Pa/Abj may be less resource-intensive, since an early enough ogre belt means that
no ASIs need to go for Str, which leaves 2 ASIs for Int and 2 for feats. (Warcaster plus shield is an interesting option that does an excellent job of enhancing AC even more. Thus, more versatile and less resource-intensive. I'm not sure it's either sky blue. Smite seems good, but is the third level slot better for Haste or for Smite? (I think you
want Haste.) I think you might even prefer Haste for a level 4 slot. You're also not going to be smitting with spell slots reserved for shield and mirror images and similar spells that are kind of crucial for making Bladesinger, a. ame, sing. So Smite isn't all that, even before considering all the other magic uses for these slots. BTW, Fighter 1
provides a combative style (a wide selection, including for 2WF, which you seem to like; no judgment), all armor and weapons, con saves, and your choice of Dex or Str, which means you won't lose research and research and defer ASIs to one level rather than 2. Bringing us to ... I tried to keep the build section specific multi-class-
independent (the inevitable exception is Smite-Singer). Since the F1-2/BSX can be integrated into any of these playback styles, I don't want to give it its own category. However, I see now rereading the section that these thoughts may be clearer. I'll put some time to review. How is Smith-Singer inevitable? Delete, backspace, control-X or
just don't type it into... eminently avoidable! But once you're including Pa2/BSX up on top, the F1/BSX and even the F2/BSX deserve equal billing. Maybe even Ro2/BSX, for this extra Dodge. Anyway, Ken Thank you for the guide. I'm currently rolling with Elf Bladesinger for Thunder Storm King. We look forward to applying some of these
thoughts and theories. Some updates for the guide. I finally combed the rapier biases that stem from too much love for Dual Wielder from the guide. This included a revised math section with tables for many of the combinations of primary assembly elements discussed in the manual. The spreadsheet is much cooler now. It makes a lot
more of thinking for you. By editing only red text cells, the rest of the table will be automatically calculated. The rules and assumptions for this are discussed in the Mathematics section. I've added quick reviews for the races found in Volo's Guide to Don't think their going to be any surprises there. Slowly adding some more UA content.
There's not much that has a huge impact on leadership. Mostly only taking into account the class options in the multi-class section. It will be slow integration, but I think the most options were already in the manual. If there are particular combos you thought ping me and I'll add your opinion on them. I cleared some of the opening sections a
bit to make the direction and niche of my guide clearer in an attempt to satisfy some of the thoughts presented in the comments. Some side notes are scattered around to address some of the RAW problems that I've seen pop up in several groups that I thought should be addressed somewhere in the manual. I probably made some other
little changes and lost them. I hope it makes someone happy! It is currently playing the blades in a campaign that is still thunder king of the Storm. Multi-classed in fighter. Going a little deeper into the fighter that I intended for the reasons of history. Hoping to make only as much as 5 or six. (already at 4) Although I did some excellent
damage on the front line and can be hard to hit, a lot of this AP has seen my fighting at range. So my magic rockets and Longbow were put to work. Enjoying it so far. Had a particularly good laugh when I was discovered by a giant and its hobgoblin minions, and with an operational retreat thrown, it was a crazy dash to get out of the rock
and Longbow range. Best of all was that the moment I zoomed past the rest of the party, which were left a little behind by shouting RUN RUN RUN RUN RUN! I want to thank you for not wanting to do this. I absolutely love Bladesinger, but will constantly flip the flops in my head between pure Bladesinger or EK/Bladesinger. It's great to
see all the pros and cons laid out like this! EDIT: I'm reading the manual now and I'm sure you touch on this later in it. Yes, it scales very well. Yes, at higher levels, it is often out-damaged by normal attacks. But with double possession and normal attacks, you get a few opportunities to hit. If you miss out with a SCAG cantrip, that's it.
Swing and miss. You get a few swings with more traditional fighting. Last edited: Dec 2, 2016 I want to thank you for making it time to do so. I absolutely love Bladesinger, but will constantly flip the flops in my head between pure Bladesinger or EK/Bladesinger. It's great to see all the pros and cons laid out like this! Thank you very much
EDIT: I'm reading the guide now and I'm sure you touch on this later in it. Yes, it scales very well. Yes, at higher levels, it is often out-damaged by normal attacks. But with double possession and normal attacks, you get a few opportunities to hit. If you miss out with a SCAG cantrip, that's it. Swing and miss. You get a few swings with more
traditional fighting. Yes, there is a section outlining these trade-offs in the Damage Options section in the Bladesinger Math section. That's pretty much what you've outlined here. And on top of the clump of damage damage they are also a state of specific damage. Compromise is, of course, a very high damage cover. The only exception
is that with the Haste-Off-Hand trick you still have the option for two attacks if your SCAG can miss out. One of the reasons I love combos is so much. gah it driving me insane reading these post about blades and double wielding. You CANT double wield and blade, it ends with a blade position as soon as you attack twice. If you use a
1handed 2handed weapon attack you end it. You attack with 2 weapons you finish it. Both times you used 2 hands to make an attack with a weapon. Bladesingers need 1 free hand to throw they always have, so they find out 1handed weapons don't have any guns gah it driving me insane reading these posts about blades and double
wielding. You CANT double wield and bladesinger, hello Brian! SCAG reads: Starting from Level 2, you can summon the secret of elven magic called Bladesong, provided you don't wear a medium or heavy rmor or using a shield. It adorns you with supernatural speed, agility and focus. You can use the bonus action to start Bladesong,
which lasts 1 minute. It ends early if you are incapacitated, if you are not in medium or heavy armor or shield, or if you use two hands to make an attack with a weapon. You can also fire Bladesong anytime you choose (no action is required), it ends the blade position as soon as you attack twice. If you use a 1handed 2handed weapon
attack you end it. You attack with 2 weapons you finish it. Both times you used 2 hands to make an attack with a weapon. Bladesingers need one free hand to throw they always have, so they learn 1handed weapons not any weapon you notice, there is nothing explicit about having your hands free. Neither is explicit about double wielding
or carrying two weapons. Neither is explicit about weapons. There is also nothing clear about the number of attacks. The only gun rules we get are if you use two hands to make an attack with a weapon. Note that it explicitly refers to two hands with a gun. These are two hands with one weapon. It can be a two-handed weapon used with
two hands, a universal weapon used with two hands, or for some reason a single armed weapon that was held with both hands. This rule is not defined by the rules related to the properties of the weapon, but by how you choose to use the weapon. If you're double-wielding, nothing about this rule is broken. If you don't believe my
interpretation, let Mr. Jeremy Crawford decide for you. That's his rule after all. Hope you can learn to live in a world filled with double-wielding Bladesingers! gah his driving me insane these post about blades and double wielding. You CANT double wield and blade, it ends with a blade position as soon as you attack twice. If you use a
1handed 2handed weapon attack you end it. You attack with 2 weapons you'll finish Both times you used 2 hands to make an attack with a weapon. Bladesingers need one free hand to throw they always have, so they learn 1handed weapons not any weapon, I think you are greatly under-taught protection against evil and good. Not only
is the spell level lower than the Spot/Mirror image, its big A.) it prevents a frightened and enchanted condition from those creatures (a big deal with your low wisdom) B.) It lasts for 10 minutes rather than one, making it more difficult for you to be caught with your pants down and most importantly C.) Unlike mirror image and blurring and
improved invisibility, it breaks vision. It's really a shame he doesn't do anything against humanoids and especially dragons, but giving a flaw that can't be thwarted to dispel is really nice for a first-level slot. Also, I know Bladesingers need ASIs like crazy, but it feels like Polearm Master (with a quarterstaff held in one hand) and Warcaster is
an interesting combo for them. Someone tries to stand next to you and you hit them with the Rapier Booming Blade, making 6d8 and 4 damages at level 12. It's a single-purpose fireball! If you have a Monk level you can even get the non-save benefits of being a TWF fighter for the price of two hp and some weapons knowledge. Even if
you don't want to have an MC monk, you can just hold the quarterstaff in one hand. Finally, I think that the third level clergyman deserves a little more attention. If your DM lets you throw Warding Bond at yourself, this is in itself a reason to take your third level into the clergyman. Not only is it a noncont concentration ac and keep a bonus,
but making two concentration checks on much lower DC is much better than making one that is 50% higher than any time you start taking 30 damage from critical hits. More of a question than a suggestion: do you have the experience of using Simacrulums in a real game? How was it? Second question: What other spells, besides Misty
Step, are good for the skill of spells? The mirror image seems like a great candidate. Just keep throwing it every minute and you don't have to worry about preparing it. Finally, the leadership strongly pushes to the level of fighter multiclassic for DNR and even defensive purposes. While I feel that the level is most useful in the medium term
(levels 6-10 when you're not rationing each spell slot and passive bonuses are becoming more useful) I also think that rating it sky blue rather than regular blue is a bit much. As a master, I think delaying anything at or more really hurt in low levels (2 - 5; Fighter 1/ Bladesinger 2 was lighter first level than Bladesinger 3) and becoming
unbearable at higher levels - because the things you get from even levels are often so Like all you get from the extra top level spell slot. Especially when it means delaying access to spells like contingencies, maze, Simulacrulum, Mind Blank, mass supply, and reverse gravity. 5 pounds per round, Str/Con saves against Int/Wis Saves., and
4 4 4 Hit points can still be a bargain if it just means one less casting fireball, ASI, and Exile (comparison Fighter 1 / Bladesinger 7 Bladesinger 8). But be behind the level on The Song of Victory, Unforeseen Circumstances, Antipathy/Sympathy, Spell Of Mastery, and especially Level 9 spells? Wof. Which is ironic, because access to
master spells slows down significantly after level 12. But still. The level of the fighter looks even worse once you start throwing in Magic Item Access. The ultimate utility con Save knowledge and 5 pounds per round is great if you assume no magical items, but start throwing even small items of beer like Bracers Defense and Flametongue -
let along Big Poppa pump items like belt cloud giant strength and staves power - and marginal utility starts to look worse. When you get the extra potential of 6d6 (average 21) damage per round with your Flametongue, how many potential 5 additional damages will be noticed? Maybe, as a compromise, evaluate his Sky Blue in the first
half, regular Blue for the second half? And then rate straight Bladesinger as blue in the first half, Sky Blue for the second? Last edited: February 26, 2017 Double Wielding and Haste Dual Wielding and Haste: I've read through all the posts and trying to figure out why and how double-wielding haste increases and that taking a spell is only
gold if you're double wielding. You understand that Haste does not provide the additional attack that stems from the bonus action. It contains only the following (see below). It even removes the Extra Attack feature, as it explicitly says (only one attack weapon). Hurry: Choose a ready creature that you can see within reach. Until the spell is
over, the target speed will double, she gets a bonus of 2 euros to the AC, she has an advantage on dexterity throws, and she gets extra action on each of her turns. This action can only be used for attack (only one weapon attack), dash, disconnect, hide, or use object action. When the spell ends, the target cannot move or take action until
the next turn as a wave of lethargy sweeps over it. Dual possession can only proc if you use the action of attack. This means that the use of SCAG CANtrips will not cause a double gun. So the idea is to use your regular actions to attack SCAG. You can't use double wielding at this time unfortunately. But then you use additional action
from Haste to take action of attack. Then you can use your bonus action to double wield. Page 6 Hello Brian! SCAG reads: Starting from Level 2, you can summon the secret of elven magic called Bladesong, provided you don't wear a medium or heavy rmor or using a shield. He you with supernatural speed, agility and focus. You can use
the bonus action to start Bladesong, which lasts 1 minute. It ends early if you are incapacitated, if you are not in medium or heavy armor or shield, or if you use two hands to make an attack with a weapon. You can also fire Bladesong anytime you choose to choose necessary action). You will notice there is nothing explicit about having



your hands free. Neither is explicit about double wielding or carrying two weapons. Neither is explicit about weapons. There is also nothing clear about the number of attacks. The only gun rules we get are if you use two hands to make an attack with a weapon. Note that it explicitly refers to two hands with a gun. These are two hands with
one weapon. It can be a two-handed weapon used with two hands, a universal weapon used with two hands, or for some reason a single armed weapon that was held with both hands. This rule is not defined by the rules related to the properties of the weapon, but by how you choose to use the weapon. If you're double-wielding, nothing
about this rule is broken. If you don't believe my interpretation, let Mr. Jeremy Crawford decide for you. That's his rule after all. Hope you can learn to live in a world filled with double-wielding Bladesingers! This is only if you are not going to use SCAG melee attack cantrips. If you plan to be more of a melee attack focus, then it provides for
one additional attack with an off-hand using bonus action. So while I admit that this is an option, I don't see it as a better option, and that we'll have a few people choosing it over to say someone is using SCAG cantrips instead. Just MHO log in or sign up to remove this Double Wielding ad can only proc if you use the attack action. This
means that the use of SCAG CANtrips will not cause a double gun. So the idea is to use your regular actions to attack SCAG. You can't use double wielding at this time unfortunately. But then you use additional action from Haste to take action of attack. Then you can use your bonus action to double wield. Except that it doesn't work that
way. If so, then an additional attack will also trigger a Haste action from the attack, and it's not because of a specific phrase in the spell that says what you're getting (one weapon attacks only). Ok? You really just get one attack from using the attack option from the extra action Haste gives, but so what? Now you use your bonus actions to
attack with your weapons. Or are you saying that if you use additional action from Haste to attack, you can't use your regular actions to attack at all afterwards? I think you're badly short of protection from evil and good. Not only is the spell level lower than the Spot/Mirror image, its big A.) it prevents a frightened and enchanted condition
from those creatures (a big deal with your low wisdom) B.) lasts for 10 minutes rather than 1, making it more difficult for you to be caught with your pants down and most importantly C.) Unlike mirror image and blurring and improved invisibility, it breaks vision. It's really a shame he's not doing anything against humanoids and especially
dragons, but giving a flaw that can't be thwarted It's really good for the first level slot. All your points are fully valid... but in the real game, I still love my neutral rating for it. This is specific to a subgroup of enemies that you need to be able to accurately identify in the game. And concentration is a huge drawback. It should rank higher, more
often than other concentration spells. And ten minutes is not particularly valuable in a concentration spell for the front liner of melee. I could understand specific players by appreciating it more highly, but I'm going to leave it where it is in the manual. Also, I know Bladesingers need ASIs like crazy, but it feels like Polearm Master (with a
quarterstaff held in one hand) and Warcaster is an interesting combo for them. Someone tries to stand next to you and you hit them with the Rapier Booming Blade, making 6d8 and 4 damages at level 12. It's a single-purpose fireball! If you have a Monk level you can even get the non-save benefits of being a TWF fighter for the price of
two hp and some weapons knowledge. Even if you don't want to have an MC monk, you can just hold the quarterstaff in one hand. This looks like a big investment for a small payment. Using ASI and your RA for some off-turning damage doesn't seem enough. Plus, if you carry a quartstaff you have one less sword whether you are one
wielding or double wielding. I don't see an appeal. Finally, I think that the third level clergyman deserves a little more attention. If your DM lets you throw Warding Bond at yourself, this is in itself a reason to take your third level into the clergyman. Not only is it a noncont concentration ac and keep a bonus, but making two concentration
checks on much lower DC is much better than making one that is 50% higher than any time you start taking 30 damage from critical hits. RAW, Warding Bond can't be thrown on itself, so I'm not going to consider it. More of a question than a suggestion: do you have the experience of using Simacrulums in a real game? How was it? We
haven't reached that level of play yet. This is based on other manuals and craft theory. Second question: What other spells, besides Misty Step, are good for the skill of spells? The mirror image seems like a great candidate. Just keep throwing it every minute and you don't have to worry about preparing it. Yes, I think the ratings are not
much of a go away for the choice for the skill of spells. So Mirror Image is a great option. Invisibility and The Blur are also contenders. Zoom, offer, or phantasmal strength if you want to add a little flavor to your always-on spell. Finally, the leadership strongly pushes to the level of fighter multiclassic for DNR and even defensive purposes.
Although I feel that the level is most useful in the medium term (levels 6-10 when you are not rationing each Slot and passive bonuses are becoming more useful) I also think that rating it sky blue rather than regular blue is a bit much. As a master, I think delaying anything at or more really hurts in low levels (2 - 5; Fighter 1 / 2 was lighter
than the first level than Bladesinger 3) and becomes unbearable in higher levels - because the things you get from level smooth levels are often as good as anything you get from an extra top-level spell slot. Especially when it means delaying access to spells like contingencies, maze, Simulacrulum, Mind Blank, mass supply, and reverse
gravity. 5 damage per round, Str/Con Saves vs. Int/Wis Saves., and 4 extra hit points can still be a bargain if that simply means one less casting fireball, ASI, and exile (comparison Fighter 1 /Bladesinger 7 Bladesinger 8). But be behind the level on The Song of Victory, Unforeseen Circumstances, Antipathy/Sympathy, Spell Of Mastery,
and especially Level 9 spells? Wof. Which is ironic, because access to master spells slows down significantly after level 12. But still. The level of the fighter looks even worse once you start throwing in Magic Item Access. The ultimate utility con Save knowledge and 5 pounds per round is great if you assume no magical items, but start
throwing even small items of beer like Bracers Defense and Flametongue - let along Big Poppa pump items like belt cloud giant strength and staves power - and marginal utility starts to look worse. When you get the extra potential of 6d6 (average 21) damage per round with your Flametongue, how many potential 5 additional damages
will be noticed? Maybe, as a compromise, evaluate his Sky Blue in the first half, regular Blue for the second half? And then rate straight Bladesinger as blue in the first half, Sky Blue for the second? I admit this guide tends to weight ratings a little more to early and middle levels. I'm fine with this as it's only a slight bias and most campaigns
don't work at the end levels. The only other comment that I suggest is a guide focused on Melee-focused Bladesingers. Therefore, delaying spells is an acceptable compromise to increase survivability and damage. Also, I wouldn't underestimate that con retain the skill for melee caster, even in later levels. This is only if you are not going
to use SCAG melee attack cantrips. If you plan to be more of a melee attack focus, then it provides for one additional attack with an off-hand using bonus action. So while I admit that this is an option, I don't see it as a better option, and that we'll have a few people choosing it over to say someone is using SCAG cantrips instead. Just MHO
I'm going to assume that this was in response to Haste's response, not my response, which you quoted. I would like to direct you to my math section where I demonstrate that Haste and SCAG Cantrip combos provides the best average damage on most levels most builds. Ok? You really just get one attack from using the attack option
from the extra action Haste gives, but so what? Now you use your bonus actions to attack with your weapons. Or you say that if you use additional action from Haste to attack, you can't use your regular actions to attack at all Based on your example, yes. Nothing allowed you to proc or use that bonus action to attack. Haste's action did not
provide it because of the phrase for its use of the attack action and the action of the spell did not provide it because only using the action of the attack does. If your scenario allows you to proc or use bonus action to make an out-of-hand attack, then it should also allow you to use an additional attack as well. It is not because of the Haste
attack action phrase which states (one weapon attack only). This phrase doesn't exist just to limit the attacks you get from using the actions you get from Haste. If you had to use Attack Action instead of Spell Action to throw a SCAG cantrip, then yes, you will be allowed to trigger a hand-held attack bonus as well as an additional attack.
Based on your example, yes. Nothing allowed you to proc or use that bonus action to attack. Haste's action did not provide it because of the phrase for its use of the attack action and the action of the spell did not provide it because only using the action of the attack does. If your scenario allows you to proc or use bonus action to make an
out-of-hand attack, then it should also allow you to use an additional attack as well. It is not because of the Haste attack action phrase which states (one weapon attack only). This phrase doesn't exist just to limit the attacks you get from using the actions you get from Haste. If you had to use Attack Action instead of Spell Action to throw a
SCAG cantrip, then yes, you will be allowed to trigger a hand-held attack bonus as well as an additional attack. The additional attack increases the effect of the attack, it does not add to it additional actions. Just because your action attack may have only one attack in it, doesn't change the fact that it's an attack action, and that's what it
takes to proc bonus attack is used to attack out of hand. The additional attack increases the effect of the attack, it does not add to it additional actions. Just because your action attack may have only one attack in it, doesn't change the fact that it's an attack action, and that's what it takes to proc bonus attack is used to attack out of hand.
This is also what it takes to proc Extra Attack. Both are proc using Attack Action. Haste specifically limits the Attack Action it provides. This is also what it takes to proc Extra Attack. Both are proc using Attack Action. Haste specifically limits the Attack Action it provides. Limits the effect of the attack it provides, but the Off-Hand attack is not
part of the attack. This is a completely separate action. When you take the action of an attack and attack with a light melee weapon that you hold in one hand, you can Bonus action to attack with another light melee weapon that you hold in the other hand. You used an attack (limited to one attack, however irrelevant) and now you use
action to make another attack. If your scenario allows you to proc or use bonus action to make an out-of-hand attack, then it should also allow you to use an additional attack as well. It is not because of the Haste attack action phrase which states (one weapon attack only). This phrase doesn't exist just to limit the attacks you get from
using the actions you get from Haste. If that's your logic, you're also saying that a sequence of, say, Haste Extra Attack ------------------a-regular attack action or SCAG Cantrip is impossible. This is specific to a subgroup of enemies that you need to be able to accurately identify in the game. And concentration is a huge drawback. It should
rank higher, more often than other concentration spells. And ten minutes is not particularly valuable in a concentration spell for the front liner of melee. Counter-counterpoint: It covers a huge chunk of more dangerous enemies. Not having protection from humanoids, giants and dragons does hurt - but not having protection from designs
and animals doesn't matter much. And with the exception of dragons having another downside-on-demand effect (such as Spot or Greater Invis) will cover you. Another thing is that blindness and myopia and other similar feelings completely disrupts the standard spells of deficiency on demand: Mirror image, Great Invisibility and Spot.
The only relatively cheap way to force a flaw for a long time against a large group of enemies is to protect against evil. I also think you've missed the value of a 10-minute spell of concentration. I've played in many scenarios like in 5E and other DD games where you expect a fight, a positive effect and a charge, but trouble doesn't come
right away because you underestimated the shape of the room/need to explore something/have a talkative time first/etc. These things taking a minute's delay will kill most debuffs, but 10 minutes makes it much more likely to make your positive effect happen in inches. It's a Level 1 spell. It costs 25 GP pop, but Bladesingers are really
vulnerable to getting ganked in a first-round bout, even with a shield. If you have the best effect of a flaw on demand to throw, then just drop the concentration and throw it. You're from a Level 1 spell slot that stings as they compete with your shield and Silent Image slots, but better than going into battle with only 16/17 AC. All that would
be good enough, but you also get charm and scared protection to boot. Defense from Evil: Pros: Level One. Lasts 10 minutes, making it easier to head into battle with it. Provides charm and frightened protection. Cons: Concentration. It does not protect against humanoids, animals, structures and dragons - and the first two are very
common enemies at a low level. Costs 25 GP pop, making it prohibitively expensive at low levels. Pros: Level 2. Gives a blanket disadvantage against anything that doesn't have a special special Cons: Concentration. Special vision or effects like Faerie Fire are completely disrupted. Mirror image: Pros: Level 2. It doesn't require
concentration. Provides perfect protection against Cons AC attacks: Enemy still has a basic chance to hit you. The mirror image of the AC is much lower than your air conditioner, so you lose the image when you otherwise won't. Limited protection, which means it's hard to resist hordes just with this spell. Blink: Pros: Makes you totally
infoceious without being there. Noncont concentration. Cons: The blinking effect is random. You also lose the ability to secure a melee ban until you are gone. Big Invisibility: Pros: Makes You Incesty by Spells. Makes it so that the enemy has to directly guess where your square is. Gives an advantage. Gives a huge bonus to concealment.
Cons: Concentration. Higher-level slot. Special vision or effects like Faerie Fire are completely disrupted. HONORABLE MENTION: Haste, its extra actions are used to hide in combat. Pros: Good use of your concentration slot, since Haste has many side benefits. Hiding gives you great protection until you notice. Cons: Being able to hide
is very difficult to do in many circumstances. Having some way out of the enemy's view (Cunning Action, Bonus Action Teleport, Magical Objects, Being Lightfoot Halfling, etc.) is a must. There will be auto-failure in many circumstances. Using ASI and your RA for some off-turning damage doesn't seem enough. Plus, if you carry a
quartstaff you have one less sword whether you are one wielding or double wielding. I don't see an appeal. Boom Blade is just fast and messy, no resources to use for spells. If PHB has not received errata, you can use Warcaster with any IRRC spell. Use it to set up Melfa's minute meteors or blindness, for example. Last edited: March 2,
2017 If that's your logic, you also say that a sequence of, say, Haste Extra Attack ----gt; Motion ---gt; Regular Attack Action or SCAG Cantrip is impossible. No, it wouldn't be, because the movement is not limited to the attack. You can absolutely do what you describe. My answer was based on my understanding of the Haste Attack Action
limitation. However, since then I have received clarification through Sage Advice. So based on this clarification, it supports what you and Nadrigol have stated. Since Attack Action was done on your turn (even if it was done through Haste) it still meets the requirements of two gun control options (PH, pg 195) and Extra Attack is still limited
due to the phrase haste Attack. My apologies as I misunderstood the meaning behind haste Attack phrases in this regard. Best of all applies, except that it doesn't work that way. If that's the case, then The attack will also trigger from the haste action attack, and it's not because of a specific phrase in the spell that says what you're getting
(one weapon attacks only). I think it looks like this: Action: A Spell. Haste Action: Use Attack to get one attack. Attack. Action: Get by hand attack using double wielding (allowed because attack actions have been taken). Narrigol, what does a typical fight look like to you? I ask because I'm interested in playing Bladesinger, but it seems to
me that you'd spend the first two rounds casting buffs on yourself (Mirror images and whatever concentration spell you feel like). Narrigol, what does a typical fight look like to you? I ask because I'm interested in playing Bladesinger, but it seems to me that you'd spend the first two rounds casting buffs on yourself (Mirror images and
whatever concentration spell you feel like). I play the blades and usually only threw one positive effect spell, blur, before the fight. Very rarely did I throw a positive effect on myself during a fight if we weren't ambushed. I've only played Bladesinger to Level 7, but you usually don't need to start with combat buffs. Saving the reaction to the
shield/Counterspell/Absorb Elements and Blades will suffice. In my experience, however, your first round is best to spend opening with a battlefield control spell like Erward Black Tentacles or a hypnotic template or web. Fights where I felt compelled to open with protection from evil or The Blur or even The Rush are usually the ones
where I don't expect a lot of difficulty. So, I have Bladesinger up to level 11 now. A couple of things to keep in mind: I notice that as the game goes on, the basic game seems to expect you to play your Bladesinger more and more as a traditional wizard and less like, well, Bladesinger. This is mainly because even with a very respectable
Haste and TWF attack sequence of 4d6 and 16 (single-purpose damage equal to a fireball) it's just not worth wading into melee and risking dropping concentration on a saving force wall or black tentacles or phantasmal force or polymorph or hypnotic pattern. However. I also play in the League of Adventurers. And let me tell you, the
equation changes dramatically once we have magical objects and poison in the mix. For example, if you can score Flametongue Scimitar or Shortsword and some Wyvern Poison, even with fully successful saves, which haste sequence will splash up to 4d6 (base) 16 (4 x Dex) 6d6 (Flametongue) 9d6 (Wyvern Poison Saves), for 19d6 and
16, averaging 82.5 - which is like hitting one person in the face with three level 3 fireballs in one round. Page 7 I still think the blades should have gotten a war of magic at some point, even if it replaced their additional attack function. Sent from my SM-G925I using en World mobile app to log in or sign up to remove this ad a couple of other
guide suggestions: Understand languages should be rated a little higher. You won't need it when you first start, but as you get a higher level and come across more exotic places and critters it becomes huge Otiluke in a sustainable area is kind of yes in itself (the kind of enemies you really want to use it, you can't or they have
countermeasures), but it's straight straight as part of an emergency. I had that thing go off in unforeseen circumstances when I was going to get swarmed yetis and it saved my life. Leomund's Secret Chest: It's not good at all when you get it. The 5000 GP is an exorbitant cost. However, at level 11 or so, you will float in the money. Note
two additional things: the tiny size of the 5E D'D has no lower limit to it, unlike the 3E D'D. The breast replica can be small enough to be perfect for smuggling, depending on your imagination and how much you want to gross from the DM. Get something acid insulation, that's all I'm saying. The secret chest itself is not an extravagant
space! This means you can use it to make protein from carrying bags and haversacks. Fly should be rated Sky Blue, IMO, as soon as you get access to the 5th and 6th level slots spell. This, and without exaggeration, is literally a lifeguard when you or more appropriately the party needs it. RAW you can use it to get without concentration
lovers. The issue is basically getting spells that are legal to use with Glyph Waring, which are nonetheless long enough to make it worthwhile. Time casting is unfortunately a problem if you are creative with it, such as Demiplane shenanigans or use it during what master does this long vacation? Phase. Has anyone got any experience in
the game as Bladesinging Monk with Mobility Feat? I'm thinking about taking this path for Wood Elwen Bladesinger as that of both/or rogues. In theory, unarmed defense and deflect arrows should save on slots spells for The Magic Armor/Shield and additional bonus attack actions from Dex to damage (and then int) from martial arts
similar to the two combat benefits that you get from the combat-style fall. In its account the damage should be in order and combined with soft control if the Boom Blade is used (especially with a mobility feat) and a combination of three (or more, with dash/Longstrider/Haste/More monk levels) enhances movement and move away from a
wind pitch or mobility feat should allow a short range of spells such as Thunderwave to be thrown in the right place for maximum effect. However, it's just a theory, wondering if someone tried or saw it tried at the table? Thank you for the guide! I think the Arcane Trickster looks very favorable with regards to bladesinger math. Sneak attack
stacks nicely with SCAG cantrips and is a much better option imho then add a fighter. More spells and cantrips are always welcome. Smite Paladin works much better with some sorcerer or sorcerer Gish build. A quick Greenflame Blade as a firedragon sorcerer comes to mind. Adding 13 str and 13 cha to the already MAD bladesinger that
really need max int and seems suboptimal. Explosion damage will not be one of the blades' strengths. But it doesn't have to be, you have so many other things going on. If you really want to do this, I would suggest starting as a paladin cheese out of demand. I Am I Semi-Elf Paladin 2 / Bladesinger X for the League of Adventurers (Paladin
levels were taken quite late), which uses Ogre Power gloves on their 8 STR to compensate for multi-class requirements. A few observations: Paladin 2 works very well, especially in two meetings a day, max environment of this game. Your damage will spike like crazy. Having a bless and a shield of faith in your pocket corner is also a
great boon when you need to save spells but still kick. I've often toyed with the idea of completely ditching Bladesing and just running around in heavy armor and great weapons, not ever bladesing. I ended up not doing this because I would have to first take the level of the paladin to own the armor, and I was well beyond the limit of
recovering level 5 when I got the Gauntlets - not to mention that I would have lost on concentration and AC, which is a legitimate big deal with your point of impact. I don't think it's possible to make a viable Paladin/Bladesinger if you use standard buy points and don't have access to magical items. Honestly, though, for this particular
bladesinger character I think they're actually weaker than my other full Bladesinger character (I might have a problem). Access to spells, especially on short working days of the League of Adventurers/Published Adventure Books, is a much bigger deal for your DPR than passive class functions - even one as strong as Smite. Early access
to anim-shaped objects and Big Invis and the windfall is just straight up more impressive. And when I get simulacrulum in two levels it will be even more. I think there are only two levels where I think that Paladin 2 / Bladesinger X is better than the Bladesinger X-2 will be the overall level of the characters 4 and 20. And of course there is
also a problem that even with my 8 STR cheat, I can still get the Constitution only 12-13. This is a pretty huge deal because the magical elements are pretty plentiful in AL (and I'm already sparing slot settings for Gauntlets, though if I ever come across one of the best belts it's a wash because they're really a big boost in itself) and being
on hit points bites you hard when a critical kick or a couple of fireballs come fly your way. In contrast, my classmate Bladesinger started out as a tall elf and was a stat array of 8 17 15 16 8 8. Level 4 ASI entered No. 1 DEX and NO 1 CON. A character at level 11 will have another 22 hit points and 2 more CON saves and concentration
saves, which is a huge matter of DPR momentum aside. Last edit: August 4, 2017 I know you're sorta bash EK 18/BS 2, but how about more even split? For example. 9/11, 10/10, 11/9. The thing about a more even split is that the question arises as to why you go with Bladesinger over Abjurer. This is especially true if you play in the
League of Adventurers and you can expect access to magical armor and/or shields, closing the gap on BS advantage: AC. Abjurer gives you more hit points, a huge class feature, not an overweight, redundant, The ability to use two-handed arms, which is a great thing for your damage boosts. Speaking of which, I have a theoretical build
in mind for Bladesinger that involves completely ignoring Bladesong. You are a fighter or Paladin or Cleric 1 (probably a fighter) / Bladesinger X. You fit in heavy armor and use a mole or Greatsword, putting Dexterity in the back seat and focusing on strength and intelligence. You lose on Bladesong and 1-3 AC points, depending on the
drop point. However, you'll still get Extra Attack, Victory Song, and Defense Song with all the other standard master goodies, which is great with using two-handed weapons. I'm not a big fan of this idea, even in the adventurer league, because DEX is a much more useful stat than STR, and I think that building blades to damage melee is
not the smartest idea long term. However, between Greater Invis and/or Haste and The Victory Song (not to mention real cheats like animated objects or Simulacrum) your damage will be in view of Eldritch Knight for most of the game. Speaking of which, I have a theoretical build in mind for Bladesinger that involves completely ignoring
Bladesong. You are a fighter or Paladin or Cleric 1 (probably a fighter) / Bladesinger X. You fit in heavy armor and use a mole or Greatsword, putting Dexterity in the back seat and focusing on strength and intelligence. You lose on Bladesong and 1-3 AC points, depending on the drop point. However, you'll still get Extra Attack, Victory
Song, and Defense Song with all the other standard master goodies, which is great with using two-handed weapons. I'm not a big fan of this idea, even in the adventurer league, because DEX is a much more useful stat than STR, and I think that building blades to damage melee is not the smartest idea long term. However, between
Greater Invis and/or Haste and The Victory Song (not to mention real cheats like animated objects or Simulacrum) your damage will be in view of Eldritch Knight for most of the game. But for Victory Songs and Defense Songs you have to have Bladesong active, so you can't use medium/heavy armor... Enviado desde mi SM-G930F
median Tapatalk Whoops. So much for this idea then. Any plans for making a magic item section for this guide? I know that the default assumption of 5E D'D is not magical elements, but the hardcover books and the League of Adventurers has them galore. And the fact that the game Tales yawning portal got my Bladesinger Flametongue
shortsword, Tom Clear Thoughts, Tom from Stilled Tongue (!), and Elvenkind Boots makes me think that this situation is not as rare as people think. (Note: I think astral projection should be evaluated much, higher than it is. If you can make your way from astral plane to tangible plane - and because you're a high-level master you can - it's
a perfectly safe adventure without diminishing efficiency. RAW, you can even to get a few copies of consumables. So download your arrows and shortswords with Wyvern poison, boys, it's your own spoot of adventure time!) Wish is an awesome spell. And the most amazing thing about it is the poaching of spells from other lists. It's less of
a concern for masters than for classes like Bard and Sorcerer, since they already get most of the best spells, but versatility is everything. Animal Shape: So you have a White commander with 10 zombies under their command. How would you like to have White commander plus 10 ankylosaurses instead? One can also be used to
completely pwn the enemy army in war places by replacing all soldiers with elephants. Find Steed: Normally, you wouldn't bother with this spell. However, pay attention to the position of any spell that is aimed only at you, you are also aimed at your horse. Do you know what that means to me? This means another marker on the Eyebite
casting field and maybe even Sunbeam. Or another emergency if you're at it. Slap some false life or (better) some action relief to make it more durable. Glibness: Not the best use of spells in the world, but it is. You probably threw Charisma and don't have the knowledge of charisma mastery, but a Cha-8 bladesinger with the appropriate
knowledge can expect at least 21 results in the test. Much (many, many) is better backed up by some True Polymorph action, of course. Holiday Hero: Usually delighted to use the Level 9 spell slot, but the fact that the benefits last for 24 hours means you can rest, restore the spell slot, and still have about 15-16 hours left on the effect... If
you budget the proper time for it. All this and it's free to download. Simulacrum: You already have this spell, but the best part about being able to use it out of desire is that A.) it's instant B.) it doesn't need snow or expensive spell components, and C.) Because it's instantaneous, you can focus on what you're fighting, with no restrictions on
a hit dice or call rating unlike True Polymorph. Using a regular simulacrum at Titan's Dawn is very difficult. The use of Wish Simulacrum on the same Dawn Titan is not. Character: Typical 1-minute casting time is a killer, but there's a reason why people will still use spells like exile and maze to set this bad boy up. Casting it as an action
makes it the best crowd control option in the game. Concentration is less, ally-safe, a few stat orientations to save or suck that lasts how long you want and the strength to save each round? Next to free simulacrums, this is by far the best option for Wish. Contingency is an amazing spell ... If you use it correctly. You have a lot of great
options, and the best part is that it lasts for a few days, making it easy for slots to spell. Like Bladesinger, you are interested in using a spell in a way that doesn't happen to most masters, such as for rushing or blinking. The biggest thing that should be on your mind should be whether you use contingencies for a crime or or it's for defense.
Generally, using it for defense is stronger, but speed is all to master GISH. So if the idea of being immune to at least one attack doesn't float your boat, you can still use it to get the jump on the damage of the race. Please note that you can also use contingencies for quick cast buffs in the middle of an extended workday. This is usually not
the best application for a spell (except for Otiluke in a steady area, see below), but when you are at a very high level and you have 4 to 6 level 6 spell slots to play with it is worth considering. Just one more thing to consider if you're, say, thinking about taking a two-level fighter for splash action. Bigby's hand: Like telekinesis, it can be used
for a quick spell. Use your initial hand to, again, push you out of the path of counter attack. Once you do this, you can use your hand on different rounds to do something different. It's safer than telekinesis, since it won't hold you back if it works. The other way is it's better than Telekinesis: it will only require bonus action to manage on
subsequent rounds. If you really see yourself wanting to use telekinesis for something, this is the best choice. Blink: See the notes on the Mirror image. Note that while Blink provides perfect protection (unlike Mirror Image), it is not reactive. But it's not the concentration of duration, so that's good. Spot: There's pretty much no reason to use
this spell over great invisibility. A situation that won't work for Greater Invis won't work for Blur. Maybe if you use contingencies for a quick buff in the middle of the day and want to keep level 4 spell slots. Door size: Very versatile. The obvious use is to dodge the enemy's path of attack, but it can also be used as a last resort for additional
movement if things go south, such as a surprise near-TPK or trapped in ruins or the enemy putting up the Wall of Force. Note that the strict wording of the spell makes it so that even if unforeseen circumstances don't usually target additional people, the effect of taking someone along with you occurs after the spell goes away. If your DM
agrees to this interpretation, you can use Dimension Door to cover someone else's ass, too. Like, say, dodging a dragon's breath. Sky Blue if your DM allows you to use a spell to dodge those affected with the targeted effects and/or save the bacon of another party member. Dispel Magic: If you are fighting a lot of spells that do evil things
like grabbing you in stone and dropping the contagion on you, you can use it as a backup When Counterspell is not your product. Fire Shield: Not the best choice in the world, since you don't have to get hit that often in the first place, but it's without concentration. Use it to concentrate free defense when you know you're going to fight the
Dragons (releasing your reaction to the shield and song defense), although the duration of the on-base spell is long enough that you probably don't need to do it. Gaseous form: While it comes with a load of defensive (the advantage of three saves gets you out of the peg, some small flights, resistance to non-magical damage) two big
problems with this spell are its duration of concentration and its inability to let you attack. The thing that saves this spell from complete futility is as far as windfall concerns its concentration duration, meaning that you can lower your concentration as soon as your turn comes. Big Invis: Great choice. Gives you loads of defense, especially if
you stick to the range of attacks, and gives you the advantage to boot. Depending on how your DM interprets things, it can even prevent you from attacking certain spells. The only thing that requires concentration, otherwise it would be gold. Hurry: Another great choice. Have it pop up when you barely hit for a free miss, or even a Dex
save if you feel very lucky. It is also the main purpose to use for quick polishing. Sky Blue, maybe even gold if you are Bladesinger who likes to use two weapons of combat. Minute Meteors Melfa: If you upcast this spell at level 5, you'll get 20d6 worth of meteors spreading for at least 5 rounds, 4d6 rounds. Normally not worth considering,
but note that this spell is not a concentration. So you can use it as a steering offense that won't interfere with other concentration spells. A very decent alternative to fighting two weapons. Mirror Image: Although fairly low, Mirror images are considered the best choice because it does not require concentration and is applied immediately.
You'll never make a mistake using a spell like this, but it's rarely going to be the best choice. Otiluke in a sustainable area: this is the perfect protection you want. And we mean everything. It will even block spells if you set the windfall correctly. In addition to working on everything, if the situation is particularly bad, you can keep it for a few
rounds while you do something like a cast of uncondiated amateurs. The only problem is that it will break any earlier concentration level, but it is a small price to pay for this type of defense. If you use contingencies for a crime with Bigby's hand, Melfa Minute Meteors, Hurry, or Big Invis this should be your default choice. Polymorph:
Surprisingly, it's not a good choice. Your concentration bonus will tank when using this spell, so unlike Otiluke in a steady area it can only be good for one attack, despite the huge number of extra strike points. It's better than a spell for its duration and to get you out of trouble that a sustainable sphere can't (like teleport in the middle of the
ocean), so if you want Unlike the mix of defense/offense/all-around utility pick that one instead. Stoneskin: For a concentration spell, it's not the best choice in the world. You basically use it for its ability to persist after a few fights. It's best if you're fighting against a lot of high precision/high-damage monsters like giants or dragons.
Telekinesis: legal, but Choice. The idea is that you focus on yourself with telekinesis and then use it on someone else in subsequent rounds. This runs up to an additional fifth level spell slot. If you're creative, you can use it defensively like a misty pitch or door size to throw yourself out of the way of attack (with very good chances of it
working, because of your low strength). Note that targeting yourself in the first round will restrain yourself for at least one round if you win the check. Generally it's best to stick to Bigby's hand if you really like this spell. True Seeing: A decently useful, if very situational, choice for contingencies when used in certain circumstances. True
Seeing is a savior when you really need it, but the problem is its simple hourly duration and level 5 spell slot. Throwing it up when you know what you need it saves you on spell slots, spells prepared, and time. Level 1 Spelling Mastery Picks: Shield: Why Are You Considering Anything Else? The only reason why you would if A) your DM
never makes more than one or two meetings for a long rest or B) you use your reaction almost every round for something else. Even then, it would just be a very good choice and not a completely binding choice. Don't even consider other first-level options if that doesn't apply, or you're one of those Robs Archmagi and Power staff - Tom
Clear Thoughts/Guide to Speed Action and Bracers Defense cheesemonkeys. Absorb Elements: If for some reason you can't or you won't use the shield, you can use it instead. Not that it's a bad choice, but if you're fighting Wizards and Dragons for the rest of the campaign (plausibly given your level), you won't use it enough to justify not
just sticking it in regular slot spells and upcasting as needed. Operational retreat: or you could use a misty pitch instead. The only reason why you won't is if you use your Level 2 slot for something else or you plan to move a lot, don't need concentration, and still want to throw non-cantrip spells. Fog Cloud: You could do worse than with
the constant deployable cloud cover for your batch to move through. Since this concentration you can lower your concentration and put it down again, so you don't constantly crash into walls. Or there is someone who can see through it to navigate the path. Longstrider: Hey, everyone in the party is constantly moving 10 feet from now on,
without concentration. Invisible Servant: It will usually be a mediocre choice... If you have a lot of good items that require action to use. For example, the use of poison to arrows or weapons. Protection from evil and good: This is probably the only spell for Mastery you would consider using more shield, but only in the sense that you would
compare the power of Spider-Man Hulk. At this level, this spell will protect you from 80% of the things you would worry about with the unfortunate exception of dragons. But the charm, fear, and possession of protection is very, very strong. Material Material The cost of 25 GP pop will probably prevent you from just walking all day with it,
but it lasts a decent long time and can be thrown at other people. Level 2 spell skill sampling: change yourself: be a person with ever-changing faces and disguises? Is there always a way to breathe underwater? Probably not. Blur: More and more things will have truth and blindness at this level. And it will eat in your concentration slots. A
mirror image will probably serve you better in the long run. Discover Thoughts: If you're always in a dungeon scanning environment, you can use it to get free information. For the most part, I would pass. Flaming Sphere: Not the worst choice in the world. You get some free damage on the rounds you otherwise can't use your bonus
actions. It is best to use a spell for this purpose to always have a platform for pyrotechnics. Invisibility: an acceptable choice. Always good for stealth, but you can also use it to make sure you (usually) gain an advantage in the first round of the attack. And always being able to hide will come in more conveniently than you think. Leviticus:
Not a bad choice at all. Levitate is always a great option for long-term saving or dying and having a constant not quite flight as long as you near the ceiling or wall is more useful than you think. Find an object: Depending on how your DM identifies the object and the tolerance of the table to play twenty questions, you can use it to guess the
monster installations, treasure locations, soforth. It is a very wide range and be able to detect, say, spells on the existence of secret focuses/material component bags or dragon locations through the remains of eggshells. Again, this is a great choice if your DM will tolerate your pirates, otherwise pass it on. Mirror: Mirror imagery is kind of
risky as a long-term defensive avant-garde because of the increased accuracy of the monster, but it works great when you can constantly reapply it and have it for situations where you can't bladesing such as ambush situations. Misty Step: A great choice and probably the default one. Always on teleportation is not only good for mobility,
but it will help you out with as many scratches as a high level of character. This -1 to power saves and checks barely bother you anymore. It's not as completely dominant as a shield, but you need a good argument to use something else. Hm... what I don't understand in the last part of the ist about EK18/BS2 is called George. You write:
He did it to get spells like Haste a little earlier. And in calculations George begins to get Hasted numbers on lvl 11 (EK9/BS2). But as multiclassing works it delays access to a higher level of spells. He can still take a rush on EK 14's earliest (because spells abjuration or evocation) and for George that means the symbol lvl 16. With Haste
out the window, things look different for George. Especially TWF doesn't make sense now. (What saves us 2 feats, so we start to raise dex on lvl 6'8) No, what you do is take a duel style, grab the grab and do 6.5 damage per hit with it. On lvl 9 you got DEX 20 and War Magic. You do (6.5'5) 4.5 9 (6,55) 36.5 (BB) or (6.55) 4.5 4.5 3 (6.5'5)
35 (GFB) damage at this level, Brutus makes 38 with the GFB and Alexander makes 25.5, although with Haste on he can raise that to 39. I think the difference is much smaller and now George has his lvl 1 feat open and takes his ASIs previously. George has DEX 20 on lvl 8. Alexander still has DEX 16 at this level and only reaches DEX
20 on lvl 13. That's a pretty big difference. On lvl 9, against AC 16, George needs 8 (60%), Alex needs 9 (55%) comparing their damage as it shows: Alex, 55% of 39 and 21.45, George, 60% of 36.5 and 21.9 damage. George wins. And George still has that lvl one feat and will get more feats in general... So overall, I think it's not so clearly
cut! Hey, everybody! Just wanted to admit that I haven't answered this topic in months. Work and my personal life have pulled me out of the DSO for quite some time. I definitely won't be doing the answers anytime soon on most posts here, but it looks like you're hashing things out amongst yourself very well. I could refuse a few answers
to things that I find particularly intriguing or controversial. Thanks to Rofel for your recent contribution to the stream. If I go back to editing the manual at some point, I'll see about working them out in some capacity. Hm... what I don't understand in the last part of the ist about EK18/BS2 is called George. You write: He did it to get spells like
Haste a little earlier. And in calculations George begins to get Hasted numbers on lvl 11 (EK9/BS2). But as multiclassing works it delays access to a higher level of spells. He can still take a rush on EK 14's earliest (because there is no spell of abjuration or evocation) and for George that means lvl symbol 16. If you read the multi-class
spelling section in PHB 164/165, you'll see that in lvl 11 George gets his first lvl 3 spell slots (spell level 5 In the EK section about the spells known on PHB 75, it says a) the spells you learn on the 8th... level can come from any school of magic. b) Whenever you get a level in this class, you can replace one of your master spells you know
with another spell... level for which you have spell slots, and it should be a reflection or an exclamation... If you don't replace the spell you got on the 8th... level. So by reaching lvl 11 George hits his 9th level EK, gets a third level spell slot, and swaps out his non-abj/evo spell from EK8 with Haste. With Haste out the window, with this
assumption in play, I won't comment specifically on the rest of your post. If I have time and can get my head back into the intricacies of my spreadsheet, I might ever experiment with giving George and Rapier. But in my opinion, given the ratings I have highlighted them in my resume: EK1/BS19 - 7/10 Melee and 9/10 Spell EK20/BS0 -
10/10 Melee and 3/10 Spellcasting Spellcasting - 7/10 Melee and 4/10 Spellcasting Even if Duelling Rapier George pans and has the average damage potential that matches/exceeds Alexander, and you bump George 8 or 9 melee (9 or 10 seems high compared to Brutus), Alexander still has significantly higher spelling potential. The
guide is about playing an aggressive melee-focused hitter, but with a high-defensive full caster-like retreat plan is hard to argue for, and George doesn't have that kind of plan, only an extra 2HP at level to stick to his melee plans. Narrigol, what does a typical fight look like to you? I ask because I'm interested in playing Bladesinger, but it
seems to me that you'd spend the first two rounds casting buffs on yourself (Mirror images and whatever concentration spell you feel like). I think it ends depending on your DM style, and the type of campaign you play. I found myself in situations where it was pretty easy to predict a fight (when a party makes a pursuit/penetration, heard
voices through the door, the DM makes a seemingly meaningless description of the scene). In such situations, your biggest challenge is predicting the threat level and spending the appropriate number of spell slots. In less favorable circumstances, it is still often possible to justify an unexpected round, or shout Mirror images! So quickly
cutting off the enemy's DM description that your character becomes known for his trigger finger. Otherwise, yes, you'll probably only want to throw one positive effect spell before entering the fray (or not if you think your air conditioning is enough). Depending on your comp party, and how well you've reported that you're playing a striker
rather than a controller, you can also be lucky enough to get a positive (s) effect from someone else in the first round. In the multi-classification section, you mention the rejection of 2 spells at the master level. Well, you can copy the spells into your spell book anytime if you have the cash, so in fact you just give up the money. Now,
prepared spells are another matter. Hoy is there, I'm playing a 5th level game at the moment. We have gone through Lost Mine Phandelver and are at the beginning of the Princes of the Apocalypse now. Some people want to change the characters and I am also considering it to replace our master. I loved the blades with AD-D, but I'm
not that deep in the 5th edition. The builds, the data in the guides floating around, are understandable, but my question about some magical party items lies around and some things taste. So we wallow around some Ogre Power gloves that even our last magician used. That would open me some more weapons. The question is if it's really
worth it, or if it makes me depend on this configured item. If I use these brackets, that will some go for arms to To? We also have things like: Spider Staff, which has some charges and No.1d6 poison damage and No.1 Mace with 1d6 radiant damage. Other things I think about, more for flaver and less less power goes like Shadar-kai (I
think my DM will still let me start with DEX and INT 16, we use the points to buy). I liked the flaver sidebar of Bladesinger namely the Raven Bladesingers fight Warpick sounds great, at least fragrant, and I think I would be more intrestend to play the depressed/managed Shadar-kai instead of the classic pixie. But if I see it fix most of one
handed combat weapons like warpick or even other things are not so great compared to a rapier or a long sword that every elf can use. So with these magical elements availabe and my taste of the idea, what would you consider me to build and how to start with my level 5 Bladesinger? Page 8 Hi Broken One. So, first of all, I haven't
played in a while and can be rusty. I'm just going to give my instinct answers to the specifics of your situation and let my guide fill in the blanks. I think guantlets are a really interesting discussion. And I think you nailed the key point. You have to be careful not to hamstring your character in case these guantlets are somehow taken away. A
great area of consideration with high strength are multi-class, choice of weapons, choice of feat, and party role. I mention the role of the party as an early game, guantlets can allow you to act as the main damage dealer. You can directly compete with a fighter or rogue based solely on statistics. It's worth figuring out who else is in your
party and where you want your accent to be. Late game, stats will catch up with your 19, and eventually surpass it, but you remain viable. RAW, your guantlets mean that you meet multi-class strength assumptions (although RAI, it has been explained that your un-details of basic statistics should meet the premise). This means that a
multiclass like Paladin is less MAD. Although, since you can't wear heavy armor like some kidney strength, it's not a pure victory for you, since you still want to increase the dex to keep up the AC (although you could potentially focus INT for AC if your party is good at managing meetings). Your choice of weapon is probably most possibly
influenced by the loss of an item. Without multi-class, you only have skill with a small list of weapons masters and one weapon of your choice. If you choose a weapon without penalties, and lose your guantlets, you are out of luck! A more interesting consideration may be the staff from which you already have knowledge. It is now viable as
an element of strength, and will suit you well if you come across magical staff that you don't want to switch and come out with your main weapon. If no one asks for guantlets or your spider staff, you may have an interesting opportunity to build. On this last note, you can now consider some new feats of essentially limited strength builds.
Polearm Master is very interesting get BA attack without TWF. This BA attack achieves the same additional attack target to add up bonuses while only doing an average of 2 damages less than hand rapiers. It interacts with with and SCAG can travel in the same way, and the AOO effect is a great defensive buff, especially when combined
with War Caster and Booming Blade. This is a similar situation with the problem of choosing weapons, although ... You lose the guantlets, and this feat becomes almost useless as you struggle to land the attack with the staff. Now I really like the idea of Polearm Master of Power to build, if you can take both of these items. Might miss the
taste of the book prompts you liked, but I'd be surprised if you struggled to find a taste for singing a dancing master walking through the ceilings smacking people with the poison of staff. A good starting point for all this may be to talk to your DM and find out how likely it is to pick up your guantlets. Many DM will tell you to go ahead with a
cool build and they won't steal your stuff. But if they shrug their shoulders and wink at you, I'll think about your choice. log in or sign up to remove this Hi Broken One ad. So, first of all, I haven't played in a while and can be rusty. I'm just going to give my instinct answers to the specifics of your situation and let my guide fill in the blanks.
Thank you however, what you answered was very helpful and I had a few more ideas of my own. I think guantlets are a really interesting discussion. And I think you nailed the key point. You have to be careful not to hamstring your character in case these guantlets are somehow taken away. A great area of consideration with high strength
are multi-class, choice of weapons, choice of feat, and party role. I really like multiclassing, but with us only reaching Level 5 and the fact that our GM told us that Level 6 will take quietly some time (we level the importants) I'm a little reluctant to give up level 3 spells. I'll have to go for some really great class features to make it worth
waiting for another level. So I wasn't sure what a multiclass could make it worth it. War pick is something that would be more simply less optimized and a more fragrant choice does nothing for me, but to be honest, most of the one-handed combat weapons I could get through bladesinger don't do that much. I could go with a rapier just to
make sure I have the grace of backup weapons if I ever lose those gloves. To be honest, I don't think my grandmaster will make me lose them, and I could talk about it as you suggested. I've already told him that I'll try to make us out of them so as not to challenge the rogue party with the weapons we can find. I think he even appreciates
this because other players are quiet new to D.D. My other party members are: The 5th level fighter (combat master) man, the GWM 5th level rogue (assassin) tiefling 5th level druid (dream or Shepard) your choice of weapon is probably the most possibly impact of losing Without multi-class, you only have skill with a small list of weapons
masters and one weapon of your choice. If you choose a weapon without penalties, and lose your guantlets, you are out of luck! A more interesting consideration may be staff from which you already have knowledge. It is now viable as an element of strength, and will suit you well if you come across magical staff that you don't want to
switch and come out with your main weapon. If no one asks for guantlets or your spider staff, you may have an interesting opportunity to build. On this last note, you can now consider some new feats of essentially limited strength builds. Polearm Master is a very fun way to get BA attack without TWF. This BA attack achieves the same
additional attack target to add up bonuses while only doing an average of 2 damages less than hand rapiers. It interacts with Haste and SCAG can travel in the same way, and the AOO effect is a great defensive positive, especially when combined with The War of Caster and Boom Blade. This is a similar situation with the problem of
choosing weapons, although ... You lose the guantlets, and this feat becomes almost useless as you struggle to land the attack with the staff. I had the same idea about using mit quarterstaff profiency and getting the grace of the weapon through bladesinger just to save. It's not that flavorfull, but I liked the idea of taking war on Caster and
Polearm Master. I like it mostly for getting something to do with my bonus action, but I question myself if it won't be a little dangerous to use my reaction to AoO instead of things like shield or absorb items? I thought I should maybe pick up something like a mobile that would help me with all the weapons and let me use some hit and run
tactics. It may even help get some boom blade procs. What do you think of mobile? I mean I could even combine it with Polearm Master and/or War Caster. Now I really like the idea of Polearm Master of Power to build, if you can take both of these items. Might miss the taste of the book prompts you liked, but I'd be surprised if you
struggled to find a taste for singing a dancing master walking through the ceilings smacking people with the poison of staff. Yes, it doesn't sound so bad and can be quietly fun. I even see a better chance of aquirring better employees rather than something like a war pick up. One quick question should Shadar-Kai like the elven subrace
still get these elven weapons of knowledge like shotsword, longsword, shorbow and longbow? If so shortswords will be a finesse backup that I could use. Edit: How about using the whip instead of the Spiked chain Of Shadar-Kai known? Its a sophisticated weapon, it has reach and good back fall. I could still use Spider staff, but the
question is if for exploits I would be better off with something else than Polearm Master, like Mobile, War Caster, Sentinel or so? Greetings and thanks for your response so far, Broken One Last edit: June 5, 2018 Hello Broken One, over my thoughts gave me another thought, which is that guantlets are a good opportunity to go feat heavy
build. You obviously still need an int for your spells/AC and Dex for your AC/init, but if you want to want damage, you can let these slide a little in favor of exploits. Re PM RA, as with any reaction, you should consider your economy. The Polearm Master trick is perfect in a solo enemy fight, or when you're soon in order and haven't had to
use a shield or absorb items yet. Obviously, if you're in a middle fight, against a big group, and your turn is just over, you don't want to immediately waste your reaction on au. It's just about planning. Mobile is a great feat for Melee Bladesinger, regardless of build. Gives you a lot of options in battle. Doesn't have any particular synergy with
PM or WC (actually... The Pm BA attack can be on any target, so can allow you to disable two targets for free from your mobile phone). From what I can see, Shadar-Kai doesn't get any of the basic attributes of the Elf template. Their template is completely self-contained. The whip and spiked chains are very cool options, but kind of ask
for an extra feat, spell the sniper in order to take advantage of their reach with SCAG cantrips. Sentinel is a little more suited to the role of tank than a striker. All its features tend to increase aggression against you, and you have a fighter in the party better suited to this. Seeing as I didn't see it discussed in the manual and the search flow
appeared no results, did you do the math on 1handed builds using the Shadow Blade spell? Especially when it's built by Haste TWF. Seeing as I didn't see it discussed in the manual and the search flow appeared no results, did you do the math on 1handed builds using the Shadow Blade spell? Especially when it's built by Haste TWF. I
haven't played since Xanathar came out, which I believe is the place where Shadow Blade is published? So none of this content is in the manual in any form. This definitely seems at first glance as it will synergy well, although the cost of concentration may end up being too high. It will take some work to update my spreadsheet to post it,
but I'll make a go at it at some point. Really? It depends on whether you have access to magical objects. If you have magical items, Haste can pull a little forward in the endgame. If you don't think about it, Shadow Blade is better for raw DPR. However, Haste has several advantages that Shadow Blade doesn't (primarily increase speed),
so it's worth using as even if your workday is short. No Magic Elements, Level 14, INT and DEX 18: Hurry and TWF - Extra Attack, Short Word: 4d6 and 28 - 42 Hurry - Skag Countryp, TWF, Short Word: 3d6 - 2d8 - 20 - 39.5 5 Level Shadow Blade - TWF: 8d8 - 1d6 - 20 - 59.5 Level 18, Access to Flametongue shorts and one of the
volumes of clear thought/guidance Dexterity, so DEX and INT are 22: Hurry and TWF, Flametongue: 10d6 and 42 77 Hurry and Scag Cantrip - TWF, 7d6 and 2d8 30 63.5 5th Level Shadow Blade and TWFing: 8d8 - 1d6 - 30 - 69.5 Last edited: July 4, 2018. High. I mean, Haste also has concentration, but I think he has defensive
advantages that will help keep him. The main difference between the two I think Haste doesn't need to be up, while Shadow Blade needs an upcast to scale. However, the Shadow Blade probably scales better than haste and TWF combos. There is a lot of great information here, so thanks for the guide! I've played a few BS and I really
enjoy playing pure BS melee build with War Caster, and ASI's Dex and Int. Caster's wars are mostly for the advantage of concentration saves, but also boom Blade is a running enemy and perhaps equip a wand war magician in hand. There are strong advantages of ASI in Dex (AC and Hit, which is great in melee) and Int (AC, spells to



hit, prepared spells, concentration saves, damage at higher levels), so I build them with an int one level of fashion above Dex until I can max them both. At a high level, against something really big, I can throw the Crown of Stars for bonus attack action, eliminating the benefits of TWF. Upcasting Shadow Blade to 5 (or even up to 7 against
epic enemies, as I just did against Kraken last weekend) cranks up the damage. In addition, it is a mental injury that almost never interferes with immunity/resistance. The high level of upcasting is viable with the extra top slot I get from a clean caster build. Add to that the advantage of dim light/darkness (which is fantastic in a whole group
of characters with darkvision), and the damage increases significantly. Of course, this leaves me with just a non-con spell to protect. Blink is a great half time, and shield/absorb elements/song defense can mitigate or eliminate enough harm the rest of the time to make concentration almost no problem with Bladesong and War Caster. Add
in Misty Step to get out of persistent AoE or mobility-obstructing zones, and I have all the mobility I need. So... I like the versatility of this character because it is as viable as a melee class with rare cool utility or damaging spells or as pure caster at the back as required by the situation. There are probably ways eek a little more harm out of
the build, but I really enjoy playing like that. Hello everyone, just a quick update. Several people have been maintaining a public copy of this guide. Thanks for your work and for keeping things civil and clean in this document. Just tops that every once in a while, Google inexplicably returns permission for this document to read only to the
public. Perhaps in response to the abuses in the document, or maybe just a time limit on access to public editing, it is unclear. If this happens, please send me a request for access and I'll exhaust public access back into editing mode. Cheers! NADRIGOL Hello everyone, quick update. Several people have been maintaining a public copy
of this guide. Thanks for your work and for keeping things civil and clean in this document. Just tops that every once in a while, Google inexplicably returns permissions on a document to read only to the public. Perhaps in response to the abuses in the document, or maybe just a time limit on access to public editing, it is unclear. If this
happens, please send me a request for access and I'll exhaust public access back into editing mode. Cheers! NADRIGOL Just to let you know, a public copy shows the dialogue that the file is in the owner's trash you will soon lose permanent access to this file. For further access, please make a copy (And of course it is not edited.) Just to
let you know the public copy shows the dialogue that the file is in the owner's trash you will soon lose permanent access to this file. For further access, please make a copy (And of course it's not edited.) Thanks for the head up. I double-checked the file. It's definitely not in my trash. And nothing to do with my trash. I double-checked the
resolution for the share, and updated the link in the first post with a new link to the stock from the document (don't check if it was another URL...). Let me know if anyone else has similar issues. OK in my rush to build a BS for 3 session one shot that started at level 3 I went straight BS missing to build a sentence to start the fighter falling
on one - well, if we level I'll go fighter 1 to grab double wield and short swords. I was able to roll very well on the ability with the option of human construction and war caster with the right bat. 18 dex 18 int... I spent with the CR 4 orca war chief for 4 rounds of leg-to-toe using a shield spell when needed while two other PCs whiddled him
and his followers down. This levitating spell offer was AWESOME, I levitated the '50' main up and threw it on 5d6 and wrecking it. Super fun, we hope to make build more strictly going forward, thanks for all the work and sharing! I also took the rapier at the beginning and noticed a low dpr I was going to be stuck with as one weapon to
own, can not pick up by hand, since Rapier's choice locked me in a non-light main hand, squinted the pooch there and the guide in the document makes perfect sense ... The double wield feat looks tempting even with a paper proposal against it with a Fighter 1 failure. OK in my rush to build a BS for 3 session one shot that started at level
3 I went straight BS missing to build a sentence to start the fighter falling on one - well, if we level I'll go fighter 1 to grab double wield and short swords. I was able to roll very well on the ability with the option of human construction and war caster with the right bat. 18 dex 18 int... I spent with the CR 4 orca war chief for 4 rounds of leg-to-
toe using a shield spell when needed while two other PCs whiddled him and his followers down. This levitating spell of suggestion was I levitated the '50' main up and threw it on the 5d6 and wrecked it. Super fun, we hope to make build more strictly going forward, thanks for all the work and sharing! I also took the rapier at the beginning
and noticed the low I'm going to be stuck with as one weapon to own, can't pick up pick up Since Rapier's choice locked me in a non-light main hand, the dog squinted there and the guide in the document makes perfect sense... The double wield feat looks tempting even with a paper proposal against it with a Fighter 1 failure. Sounds like
a good time! Frankly, for something short at a lower level, a clean BS can often be more fun just because of increased access to spells. If you get to the fourth level and aren't expected to reach the fifth, that fighter level could certainly be the best time though! All the credit to TheBigHouse for levitating wisdom. Hi, I have to prepare a
backup character in the event of the death of the first. I've wandered around a lot of people. And stop in front of the hexbladesinger. Use int'char. What do you think about IT? Hi, I have to prepare a backup character in the event of the death of the first. I've wandered around a lot of people. And stop in front of the hexbladesinger. Use
int'char. What do you think about IT? So I haven't spent any real time with XGE. At first glance, Hexblade obviously looks awesome. I've seen several posts on the forum where people complain about the power level of Hexblade, particularly as one level drop because it's so front-loaded. I don't think it's that surprising. The Curse of
Hexblade is the real reason to take this dip and better than Hex/Hunter Mark... somewhat true. -The bonus damage is actually worse than Hex (3.5) averaged up to level 9 when your skill bonus reaches 4 pounds, but the late game scaling was what those spells lack, and the curse of damage is more consistent. -It's also concentration
free, which is awesome. For example, the real reason to consider this failure. The bonus damage in each attack, which can be active while Haste is active, is great. -It's still BA... which means that your first three rounds of FIGHTING BA are probably Bladesong, Curse, Hex... and you don't make additional attacks until round 3 or 4
(depending on whether you're Hex). It's amazing when you expect a fight, a little slow when you're thrown into things. -Critical bonus kick is probably solid. I didn't do that math.-Bonus healing is just fine. This will only happen once for a short rest by definition, but it is still helpful given the overall poor health and focus on preventing
damage. -Can only be used once for a short stay. Can't be translated into new goals. This makes it very Nova-esque. Useless in hordes of fights and you have to worry about whether you should be saving it for the next fight when you find a strong target. This makes it a bit dm/campaign dependent. I realized this late in writing this answer
and I can't stress this point enough. Hex Warrior is weird ... - Knowledge doesn't have to matter. You can't use armor/shield and you get one relevant combat point knowledge from -Charisma based attack and damage ... First, it applies to one weapon rather than one type of weapon, so it weakens duel wielding if you are blessed with god
stats. Duel wielding was our method of getting more hits in, in, Damage To Victory Song, Hex, Curse, and any other when you damage bonuses. The construction of Int'Cha as a whole is still questionable. You're going to use Cha for your attack and damage now, great. Maybe it will benefit a couple of witch spells and the odd save; It's not
much to make a major stat change for extra function. Dex is still a massive stat. Melee Bladesinger is building the work largely in part to the huge air conditioning and access to damage prevention. Dex is still a huge part of your AC, and that's your initiative (which is important to get your defenses early in the fight). It's also a save for many
AOE-based damage, which is one of your biggest flaws. I think if I did this drop I would still dump Cha, and build Dex'Int. The only thing Cha has to do is healing from the curse of Hexblad. Of the potentially interesting first-tier Sorcerer spells the two most promising (Armor of Agathys and Hex) do not require Cha. In fact you are just diving
to get Curse and Hex, and otherwise building the same thing. Compare this directly to the fall of a fighter jet, for example. Ignoring conservation, HP, and Second Breath (not a small good) we're basically comparing the two-gun fight to the curse. TWF - adds ability based on damage (probably more (3-4) early game and less (4-5) late play,
can be manipulated) - only adds to attacks (usually only one attack per round, internally tied to BA) - passively always active -applied to any goal -only damage buff curse - adds skill based on damage (probably less (2) early game and more (6) can not manipulate) - adds to each attack (before maybe four attacks end of the game, does
not require BA) -requires BA to activate -limited by your curse goal - also attack (critical) and healing buff Hex - adds fixed necrotic damage (not scaling) - adds to each attack-requires BA to activate -limited spell of goal (can pass to death) - a small save related buff looks like a common win. but don't let BA activate the slip past you... You
have so much cool BA and it adds a second/third, basically a must, one to the top of each fight. If the Curse was transplanted like Hex, it would probably be broken (which is why it baked into the 14th level Of Hexblade class feature). As it is, it's overpowered by the less accessible Hex. This certainly makes the drop more attractive than it
used to be, but not particularly surprising, I think. I think I'd probably appreciate the first level of Sky Blue's fall, but I'm also considering blue as I write it. NADRIGOL is a great job in describing /-. I have to read it later again. @NADRIGOL Hexbladesinger is gone. I made High Elven Fighter 1 Bladesinger 2 (fighter first for Con saves) On the
first ASi I'll take elven precision (dex 17--gt;18, with a familiar action aid I find it a great choice) Now I have an important question for me: How to work Green Flame Blade with double wielding or with additional attack? I'm afraid when I dropped the GFB, I couldn't make an extra attack and and sure about the attack by hand with DW. And in
another topic where it is about the sorcerer vs. Wiz I suggest 3 lvl Sorc to take metamagic. How will the accelerated or twinning spell with GFB and attacks (Can I do 2 melee attacks with GFB without additional attack or DW? @NADRIGOL Hexbladesinger is gone. I'm afraid when I dropped the GFB, I can't make an extra attack and am
not sure of attack with DW. And in another topic where it is a sorcerer vs. Wiz I suggest 3 lvl Sorc take metamagosis. how will work accelerated or twinning spell with GFB and attacks (Can I do 2 melee attacks with GFB without additional attack or DW? you're right about the GFB not letting you do an extra attack or DW attack , the guide
suggests using the rush to get around this by haste attack proc DW. The twinned spell doesn't work with the GFB/Booming Blade because they have a range of self-ins and a half-forward will allow you to do two attacks. For your build, since you don't take the war caster I suggest not going to DW because you won't be able to throw
shield/absorb items. No opinions on anything else, but you may want to consider the second level of the fighter at some point for a splash action. This allows you to hand out two spells in the same turn, as none of them are bonus actions that you can do things like double fireball or keep a person/monster. I am currently going in a different
direction, ignoring elven precision, familiar shenanigans, and even int boosts for Fighter 2, Military Charmer, and Mobile. Currently level 7 but hasn't played at this level yet. The plan is a haste proposition in the manual, very focused on multiple attacks and using spells mainly for Aoe, range combat and defense. Last edited: Sep 16, 2019
You're right about GFB not letting you make an additional attack or DW attack, the guide suggests using the rush to get around this with a haste attack proc DW. The twinned spell doesn't work with the GFB/Booming Blade because they have a range of self-ins and a half-forward will allow you to do two attacks. For your build, since you
don't take the war caster I suggest not going to DW because you won't be able to throw shield/absorb items. No opinions on anything else, but you may want to consider the second level of the fighter at some point for a splash action. This allows you to hand out two spells in the same turn, as none of them are bonus actions that you can
do things like double fireball or keep a person/monster. In lvl5 (1'4) when I can take to be able to throw without a free hand, makes the GFB 1k6'weapon damage'DEX - another creature 1k6'INT , that is almost the same as the DWF and on higher lvls stronger. I believe TWF is not much stronger... The sorcerer 3'BS X is pretty nice. Using
a ingestive spell on a cantrip will cost you only 1 SP, but much more fun. And by the way, in my study of DnD I read about monk kensei, and 3 lvls, maybe there will be no waste. If you make an unarmed strike as part of your attack action, and holding a kensei melee weapon you get No.2 AC before the next turn begins. Spending skills for
wisdom is not necessary becose magician armor will be better than the monks of unarmed defense, but in almost every round there is No.2 without the need for a reaction, a real shield in the second with active BS give me AC 13 No 3 Dex No 3 Int No 2 without any ASI (and using each ASI for DEX and INT will base AC 25 with Shield 30
... 24 is still enough EDIT: or use bonus action to dodge you can avoid his crit, but you have to do it before your turn, and divert the rocket without spending ki points or slots for the shield ... I'm here again. My main character is still alive, so I can think of my (backup character) Bladesinger for free. What about the monk Kensei to take the
plunge? Fighting with one hand the sword, and the second for martial arts and casting. If I use BA for MA attack I'll gett No 2 AC for my next turn (as I get a shield in hand, but without punishment bladesingign) Page 9 I'm here again. My main character is still alive, so I can think of my (backup character) Bladesinger for free. What about
the monk Kensei to take the plunge? Fighting with one hand the sword, and the second for martial arts and casting. If I use BA for MA attack I'l gett No 2 AC for my next turn (as I get shield in hand, but without punishment bladesingign) Kensei drop is what I plan for my bladesinger. I think it's a solid idea, both mechanically and flavorwise
(dedicated weapons using the master meets a special weapon with the help of a monk). In addition, the unarmored defense ac am being pumped to help as well. log in or sign up to remove this Kensei Fall ad is what I plan for my bladesinger. I think it's a solid idea, both mechanically and flavorwise (dedicated weapons using the master
meets a special weapon with the help of a monk). In addition, the unarmored defense ac am being pumped to help as well. The unarmored defense doesn't work with mage armor and mage armor give a much better AC than ac from the unarmed defense of the unarmed Defense of the Unarmed Defense of Unarmored Defense doesn't
work with mage armor and magician armor to give a much better AC than AC from an unarmed defense yes, sorry was the home-rule we implemented a long time ago. Since Mage Armor is just a defense force that surrounds you, we decided that it should not interfere with unarmed defense. Also, even without this, the magician armor
base of AC 13 and my WIS 14 will give me a AC 12 anyway without a spell slot and a 24-hour day, not just an 8. If your WIS isn't great, then sure you won't get any benefit probably. But, for me with a house-rule and 14, is No.2 to AC. Oh yes, it's a pity that there was a house-rule we implemented a long time ago. Since Mage Armor is just
a defense force that surrounds you, we decided that it should not interfere with unarmed defense. Also, even without this, the magician armor base is AC 13 and my WIS 14 will give me an AC 12 anyway without a spell of spells and 24 hours a day, not just eight. If your WIS isn't great, then sure you won't get any benefit probably. But, for
me with house-rule and WIS 14, it's No.2 to air conditioning. That's my idea too, but GM is playing with official rules. And if you have high wisdom, it can be used, but getting a high DEX'INT has left no room for high WIS (only if you have rolled dice stats and good luck) That's my idea too, but GM play with official rules. And if you have high
wisdom, it can be used, but getting high DEX'INT left no room for high WIS (only if you have rolled dice stats and good luck) In which case we did a roll and I was lucky, so things are looking for me. But even with the point of build, you could have at least a 1 or 2 euro WIS bonus. What's useful is when you don't have magician armor active
(like night meetings or something...). @delph : In addition, increased movement and ki ability for dashing, dodging, etc. can be very useful, as is the movement of No 10. And nothing like adding bonus action to an unarmed strike for d4'DEX damage. For me the good thing is also with kensei, longswords become monk weapons, and you
can use your DEX to attack and damage the rolls. Yes, it won't be until Level 5 (Wizard 2 / Monk 3) that my character is starting to really show what he can do. @delph : In addition, increased movement and ki ability for dashing, dodging, etc. can be very useful, as is the movement of No 10. And nothing like adding bonus action to an
unarmed strike for d4'DEX damage. For me the good thing is also with kensei, longswords become monk weapons, and you can use your DEX to attack and damage the rolls. Yes, it won't be until Level 5 (Wizard 2 / Monk 3) that my character is starting to really show what he can do. and a few points of ki, but use for a short rest. and the
blades add the following move No 10 (if I remember it right) and yes - dex longsword is a good point. and a few ki points, but can be used for a short rest. yes, it's a pretty sick combo. Add mobility to the level for a speed of 60 when in the blades. With our home-rule for magician armor, and my good rolls, I'll have AC 25 (13 and 4 DEX No.
4 INT 2 WIS 2 Kensei Agile Parry when on offense) when in bladesong at level 5. AC 30 with a shield spell lol! In this case we did a roll and I was lucky, so things are looking for me. But even with the point of build, you could have at least a 1 or 2 euro WIS bonus. What's useful is when you don't have magician armor active (like night
meetings or something...). Bladesingers get light armor knowledge though, so it really doesn't give you better than studded leather... With our home-rule for magician armor, and my good rolls, I'll have AC 25 (13 and 4 DEX No. 4 INT 2 WIS 2 Kensei Agile Parry when on offense) when in bladesong at level 5. AC 30 with a shield spell lol!
This is a good illustration of there is a rule that you can't use two different AC formulas on each other. It's strange to me that you were so worried about how interact with limited accuracy, but you don't mind throwing away limited accuracy when it comes to AC calculations. Also, if you want to use flexible parry you have to drop at least one
of your usual weapons attacks to strike because it requires an unarmed strike to be part of the assault action - monk bonus action unarmed strike does not qualify. Not a huge cost once you have an extra attack since you just trade d8 for d4, but that's something. Bladesingers get light armor knowledge though, so it really doesn't give you
better than studded leather... Helps a lot when I rolled STR 8 though. I really don't like the extra weight of armor, and besides, unarmed defense benefit extra to every thing else. This is a good illustration of why there is a rule that you can't use two different AC formulas on each other. It's strange to me that you were so concerned about
how the experience interacted with limited accuracy, but you don't mind throwing away limited accuracy when it comes to AC calculations. Also, if you want to use flexible parry you have to drop at least one of your usual weapons attacks to strike because it requires an unarmed strike to be part of the assault action - monk bonus action
unarmed strike does not qualify. Not a huge cost once you have an extra attack since you just trade d8 for d4, but that's something. Rules that work that make sense logically, mechanically, and for balance in order. If he doesn't answer all three, something else has to be. I never worried about expertise and limited accuracy. I never
touched myself with BA, except I never had a problem it had to solve and didn't like BA anyway. My problem was the expertise made no logical sense with the rogue just being better potentially on any other skill than other classes. The master, for example, should be able to have as good an Arcana as a rogue, and better in most cases.
Yes, the Agile Parry part really won't come later if I want to attack with a weapon and get a AC bonus. But once I have an extra attack, I can do both. For me the good thing is also with kensei, longswords become monk weapons, and you can use your DEX to attack and damage the rolls. Rapier, of course, already allows you to use DEX,
and if you blade you can't use a long word with two hands. But I think it's more likely that you'll work through magical longsword, so it's good (and it gives you a different type of damage). Rapier, of course, already allows you to use DEX, and if you blade you can't use a long word with two hands. But I think it's more likely that you'll work
through magical longsword, so it's good (and gives you a different type of damage). Usually true, but we don't have rapiers in our game because they don't match the taste of our game/style so longsword was my best choice for kensei. I never worried about expertise and limited accuracy. I never touched myself ba, except that I never had
a problem, it meant meant solve and don't like BA anyway. I'm not inclined to go back and dig up a quote, but I'm sure BA was the reason you led for wanting to change how the experience worked. Although I think during this conversation it became clear that this was not really something you were worried about since you didn't like any of
the suggestions that dealt with it and actually went in the opposite direction with the chosen fix. I'm not inclined to go back and dig up a quote, but I'm sure BA was the reason you led for wanting to change how the experience worked. Although I think during this conversation it became clear that this was not really something you were
worried about since you didn't like any of the suggestions that dealt with it and actually went in the opposite direction with the chosen fix. No, it's because there's no reason for the rogue/bard to be better at skills than the classes built (essentially) for them, such as Arkana/The Wizard and the Athletics/Fighter issue. If BA came up at all it's
because BA is unnecessary as far as I'm concerned, or should have been extended to 40 as the desired limit, not 30. We've seen it as a game-break, as a rogue can sneak in and out of places hardly at risk of being noticed. Yes, we get it, it's mid-level with great DEX and experience, it should be good, but there comes a point when it
takes some excitement out of the game when you do tough checks regularly. In other words, the rogue sneak successfully on average about 90% of the time. It's too high in our book. RAW rogue was almost impossible to find because so few creatures have 15 passive perceptions. I mean, even earlier at Rogue One was No 10 back with
RAW at level 5. Most creatures then only passive scores 10-14 at best. So all the rogue needed 5 to be almost discovered. DM decided it was just too good you might not have used the word, but that's the limited accuracy you're talking about here: the likelihood of failure getting too low as bonuses become very high. So why, if it's a
problem for stealth, isn't it a problem for attack rolls? If you allow magician armor and unarmed stack defense, you create a situation where you might very well have an air conditioner on which many matching level creatures literally need a crit to hit you. You may not have used the word, but it's the limited accuracy you're talking about
here: the probability of failure gets too low as the bonuses become very high. So why, if it's a problem for stealth, isn't it a problem for attack rolls? If you allow magician armor and unarmed stack defense, you create a situation where you might very well have an air conditioner on which many matching level creatures literally need a crit to
hit you. So you were in the mood? It's a problem with the creatures he's been around having a horrible perception. Average perception for monsters something like 13, maybe if they even have a perception. I think in higher CRs it's approach 15 IIRC. I had an Excel spreadsheet on it but couldn't find it and probably deleted it after another
thread went quiet. In the rogue example, all that was required was experience in stealth (very normal IME) and good DEX (for rogue as well as very normal ...). And the attack bonus is better than passive perception. High ac variable requires many factors, including multi-classification, the use of fickle resources (bladesong), devote to
attacking non-superb destructive weapons (unarmed vs. longsword) for flexible parrying, rolling lucky ability scores, and perhaps devoting another resource to shield spells. Viewed in a more typical light, at level 5 anyway, you're more likely to have AC 18 (13 and 3 DEX 2 WIS) even including magician armor until you refer to bladesong,
bumping into it before 21. Hardly a game to break because a character can have an AC 21 at level 1. Throwing a shield spell is no different than Eldritch Knight does. So all things are considered, no, I have no problem with this, especially when the symbol is built for a high AC given the lower HP and uses a lot of features/resources to get
it (instead of just one or two often used for such with experience/stealth example). If the expertise was extra cost, such as bonus action even, I wouldn't have felt as strongly that it was too powerful. So you were in the mood? Only after you denied it a second time... Viewed in a more typical light, at level 5 anyway, you're more likely to
have AC 18 (13 and 3 DEX 2 WIS) even including magician armor until you refer to bladesong, bumping into it before 21. Hardly a game to break because a character can have an AC 21 at level 1. Throwing a shield spell is no different than Eldritch Knight does. I'm not even taking the shield spell into account, as it's a much more limited
resource than bladesong is. But it's a little different from EK doing it because they have a 1/3 caster while you're a full caster minus a bit for monk fall. You can only (I think) have an AC 21 at level 1 if you're a fighter who gives up a bunch of damaging potential to wear a shield and adopt a style of defense and you somehow purchase a
mail plate that costs 1500gp. Since the fighter has to give up damage to get that AC seems fair to take on a flexible pair, which has similar value features. So compared to a fighter jet that is fully optimized for AC and has spent a whole bunch of gold on armor, Level 3 monk/blade with your house rule using magician armor, blades and
flexible parries (all of which can be on almost constant) has 13 and 3 x 3 x 2 x 2 23. Thinking of typical Level 3 meetings, in LMoP you come across things like hobgoblins, which have a bonus for an attack of 3 pounds So even without a shield, they need a crit to hit you. Essentially your home rule has reduced your chances of being hit by
2/3 (since RAW they will still need 18, which is 3 in 20, which you have reduced to 1 in 20). Against the no.4 attack bonus, you cut your punches by half; 5 euros, 40%. 40%. means that during the adventure day you can take about twice as many attacks before you go down. It's really a significant influence of House rule. Of course, it's
less impact on higher levels as attack bonuses grow, but maybe not so much since you're a class that can raise their AC and their casting stats, or their AC and their attack stat, with the same ASI, and so you keep going up in the variable at the same time, even as the assault bonuses grow. Only after you denied it a second time... And I
will continue to deny the purpose of these other streams really has anything to do with BA except as it is too restrictive. I'm not even taking the shield spell into account, as it's a much more limited resource than bladesong is. But it's a little different from EK doing it because they have a 1/3 caster while you're a full caster minus a bit for
monk fall. You can only (I think) have an AC 21 at level 1 if you're a fighter who gives up a bunch of damaging potential to wear a shield and adopt a style of defense and you somehow purchase a mail plate that costs 1500gp. Since the fighter has to give up damage to get that AC seems fair to take on a flexible pair, which has similar
value features. So compared to a fighter jet that is fully optimized for AC and has spent a whole bunch of gold on armor, Level 3 monk/blade with your house rule using magician armor, blades and flexible parries (all of which can be on almost constant) has 13 and 3 x 3 x 2 x 2 23. Thinking of typical Level 3 meetings, in LMoP you come
across things like hobgoblins, which have a bonus for attacking at the rate of 3 pounds. So even without a shield, they need a crit to hit you. Essentially your home rule has reduced your chances of being hit by 2/3 (since RAW they will still need 18, which is 3 in 20, which you have reduced to 1 in 20). Against the no.4 attack bonus, you
cut your punches by half; 5 euros, 40%. This means that during the adventure day you can take about twice as many attacks before you go down. It's really a significant influence of House rule. Of course, it's less impact on higher levels as attack bonuses grow, but maybe not so much since you're a class that can raise their AC and their
casting stats, or their AC and their attack stat, with the same ASI, and so you keep going up in the variable at the same time, even as the assault bonuses grow. Of course, it's not easy to have an AC 21 at level 1, but it's possible. And even if my elf master/monk has such a good air conditioning, he's not up to level 5. And because he is
multiclass, it will be at least a couple more levels before he gets an extra attack, so using Agile Parry hurts his offensive ability. I'm fine with compromise because it's an option for me to decide to go offensive or defensive so to speak. On level 5, I'm not worried about hobgoblins. Most of the creatures I'm likely to encounter at level 5 will
have closer to 6 or 7 pounds on their attacking rolls. The ogre, for example, is 6 pounds. So, yes, I find it hard to get caught with flexible parries and blades of blades But that's the point, isn't it? And yes, I see it as less impact as I level. While I could increase my INT when I get asi or two, attack bonuses go up to relatively equal OT better.
So, again, not the game breaks down by any means. Strong, of course, but that was the point. Page 10 And I will continue to deny the purpose of these other streams really has nothing to do with BA BA stating that there is still a meaningful chance of failure, even as bonuses grow. So all I quoted from you were statements about BA. Most
of the creatures I'm likely to encounter at level 5 will have closer to 6 or 7 pounds on their attacking rolls. The ogre, for example, is 6 pounds. Even against No.6, you took what would have been a 6/20 chance to hit you (with 21 AC) and reduced it to 4/20 (with 23 AC). So you've gone from making 3.33 attacks per hit to taking 5 attacks per
hit. This is like a 50% increase in HP. log in or sign up to remove this ad you can bump it Vhuman with a defensive duel feat... You can hit it Vhuman with a defensive duel feat... Of course, if your DM allows no elf-types to do so. Sure, you could take it later, but I'd rather go with War Caster and Double Wielder. Also, when you reach Level
3 for Kensei, don't forget that you can make two unarmed attacks through bonus action. The first is necessary as your attack action (or part of it) for an unarmed strike, launching Agile Parry. Then as part of martial arts, you can make an unarmed kick as a bonus action. If you want to hold the ki point and use a flurry of punches, you can
get in 3 unarmed punches and use Agile Parry! Later with Haste, you can use the attack provided to initiate attack action, make an unarmed strike, spend ki points, make two more unarmed strikes, and still use your routine attack actions for your kensei weapons! Sweet! Hello, I really want to play melee focused blades and im torn
between Fighter 1 / Blade X, Fighter 2 / Blade X, Battle Master Fighter 3 / Blade X. I don't want to stand in the back line and spell, I rather want to be able to do good with a close-range fight and rely on magic mainly to enhance my melee skills, with some magic used for not melee combat. Which Dip would be the best for this style of play?
Also, my DM is thinking about making the Warlock Hexblade scale with INT so I can multiclass into it with my bladesinger. Will the INT hexblade drop be better than a drop fighter for my melee prowess? How long do I have to plunge into a hexagonal wedge? Hello, I really want to play melee focused blades and im torn between Fighter 1 /
Blade X, Fighter 2 / Blade X, Battle Master Fighter 3 / Blade X. I don't want to stand in the back line and I rather want to be able to do good with melee and rely on magic mainly to enhance my melee skills, with some magic used for not melee. Which Dip would be the best for this style of play? Also, my DM is thinking about making the
Warlock Hexblade scale with INT so I can multiclass into it with my my my Will the INT hexblade drop be better than a drop fighter for my melee prowess? How long do I have to plunge into a hexagonal wedge? Fighter 1 gives you some interesting features: CON saves, weapons skills, combat style (duel or defense, apparently). I would
start a fighter 1 / bladesinger 6, for level 3 spells and additional attack, and then see how it feels from there. The action splash is really powerful, especially if you are self-polishing and then attack, so you can fighter 2 at that point. Shadow the blade with a 3rd level slot is probably best used concentration to polish your own offense, but the
rush gives you a good mix of offense and defense (and with skill and INT concentration saves you should be largely immune to losing concentration for a while). While in terms of pure batch-wide contribution you're probably better off using your concentration on a control spell like a hypnotic pattern or fear (if you take war to Caster, you
can chase afeared enemies around and hit them with a booming blade on AoOs, which is really brutal but powerful). Hexblade INT attack doesn't offer you that much until you raise int above your DEX - you still want DEX for AC (and initiative). But it may be a worthy option at later levels (after INT hits 20, say). The curse of Hexblade is
good, especially when using Haste. Agathys armor is good, but probably not worth delaying the master level. Fighter 1 gives you some interesting features: CON saves, weapons skills, combat style (duel or defense, apparently). I would start a fighter 1 / bladesinger 6, for level 3 spells and additional attack, and then see how it feels from
there. The action splash is really powerful, especially if you are self-polishing and then attack, so you can fighter 2 at that point. Shadow the blade with a 3rd level slot is probably best used concentration to polish your own offense, but the rush gives you a good mix of offense and defense (and with skill and INT concentration saves you
should be largely immune to losing concentration for a while). While in terms of pure batch-wide contribution you're probably better off using your concentration on a control spell like a hypnotic pattern or fear (if you take war to Caster, you can chase afeared enemies around and hit them with a booming blade on AoOs, which is really
brutal but powerful). Hexblade INT attack doesn't offer you that much until you raise int above your DEX - you still want DEX for AC (and initiative). But it may be a worthy option at later levels (after INT hits 20, say). The curse of Hexblade is good, especially when using Haste. Armor Agathys is good, but probably not worth it master's
level. I'll take your advice and make a Fighter 1/ Wizard 6 and decide later if I want to take more levels in the fighter. Thanks for understanding, im not so experienced and don't want to fuck my character, so I really appreciate your help! Hello, I really want to play melee focused bladesinger bladesinger It's torn between fighter 1/Blade X,
Fighter 2/Blade X, Combat Master Fighter 3/Blade X. I don't want to stand in the back line and spell, I rather want to be able to do good with melee and rely on magic mainly to enhance my melee skills, with some magic used for not melee. Which Dip would be the best for this style of play? Also, my DM is thinking about making the
Warlock Hexblade scale with INT so I can multiclass into it with my bladesinger. Will the INT hexblade drop be better than a drop fighter for my melee prowess? How long do I have to plunge into a hexagonal wedge? Taking levels of nothing before you get to Bladesinger 6 for an extra attack will weaken you, dealying is already delayed by
the 5th level power kick. As well as level 3 spells such as Haste. I could see starting with one level fighter for CON saves, but nothing more to wait until later. Grater Invis on the 7th is very nice, gt a few slots of this level, then pick up more. Hexblade with INT doesn't help much with bladesinger because of the limitations of the armor th
bladsinger. Because you can't use anything heavier than a light-armor-not-shield, DEX is really important. So if you need DEX, and prioritize it for AC ovr INT (since you're not casting offensive spells), then DEX is how your attacking ability works fine. You also can't use two-handed weapons, so going Hxblade and then Pak Blade to get
CHR for 2-handers won't help either. (Note the same tru Artificer (Bladesmith for INT for attack and damage.).) Where Hexblade will help if you want to attack with both melee and spells. But with melee primary and spells for amateurs and the like just focus on DEX instead of diluting you with a core class. Taking levels of nothing before
you get to Bladesinger 6 for an extra attack will weaken you, dealying is already delayed by the 5th level power kick. As well as level 3 spells such as Haste. I could see starting with one level fighter for CON saves, but nothing more to wait until later. Grater Invis on the 7th is very nice, gt a few slots of this level, then pick up more.
Hexblade with INT doesn't help much with bladesinger because of the limitations of the armor th bladsinger. Because you can't use anything heavier than a light-armor-not-shield, DEX is really important. So if you need DEX, and prioritize it for AC ovr INT (since you're not casting offensive spells), then DEX is how your attacking ability
works fine. You also can't use two-handed weapons, so going Hxblade and then Pak Blade to get CHR for 2-handers won't help either. (Note the same tru Artificer (Bladesmith for INT for attack and damage.).) Where Hexblade will help if you want to attack with both melee and spells. But with melee primary and spells for amateurs and
like just focus on DEX instead of diluting you with a basic class. Funny - I thought of the bladesinger with the trick of falling for days. Attack-damage-AC from intelligence sounds good. Helped with some infusions... Funny -- I thought of bladesinger with the trick of falling for for Days of the week. Attack-damage-AC from intelligence sounds
good. Helped with some infusions... How do you resolve the question I raised? It's even with Bladesinging for INT to air conditioning, you're limited to light armor, so you need DEX as well if you plan to be in close combat. And if you are limited to one-handed weapons because of the blade of the song and DEX to attack, does INT bring
enough to the table to be the three class of levels of spells known behind? Assuming a point to buy, Level 1 and 2 you are not maxed out by both INT and DEX. Either way, you have buffs and other non-offensive spells. If you prioritize INT, then your offensive spells (attack spell or save) are at your best, and you don't have the AC to
spend a lot of time in close combat. If you prioritize DEX, then the melee works well, but your offensive spells aren't as good. Battlesmith still doesn't give you a AC to go into a melee without DEX due to the restrictions of bladesong on armor. So you can't regularly use INT for weapons until you pick up DEX. Which works just as well as
INT for attacks. If you can't regularly do attacks, is a three-tier leak from the main caster worth of random attacks? Now, if you're looking to be an archer, or you're doing it for other trick stuff to give you - go for it. And start Artificier for CON saves. And thought more about having a trick with a drop in bladesinger for more cantrips and spells
How did you address the point I raised? It's even with Bladesinging for INT to air conditioning, you're limited to light armor, so you need DEX as well if you plan to be in close combat. And if you are limited to one-handed weapons because of the blade of the song and DEX to attack, does INT bring enough to the table to be the three class
of levels of spells known behind? Assuming a point to buy, Level 1 and 2 you are not maxed out by both INT and DEX. Either way, you have buffs and other non-offensive spells. If you prioritize INT, then your offensive spells (attack spell or save) are at your best, and you don't have the AC to spend a lot of time in close combat. If you
prioritize DEX, then the melee works well, but your offensive spells aren't as good. Battlesmith still doesn't give you a AC to go into a melee without DEX due to the restrictions of bladesong on armor. So you can't regularly use INT for weapons until you pick up DEX. Which works just as well as INT for attacks. If you can't regularly do
attacks, is a three-tier leak from the main caster worth of random attacks? Now, if you're looking to be an archer, or you're doing it for other trick stuff to give you - go for it. And start Artificier for CON saves. You're in close combat only when you can use blades. You're still a magician, not a fighter. Another option is high rental statistics.
You're in a melee only when Use blades. You're still a magician, not a fighter. Another option is high rental statistics. The conversation going on was to spend three levels in Artificer (Bladesmith) to use INT for attack/damage. In other Becomes a much smaller wizard to be a bigger fighter. Even with bladesong active, you need a good
DEX to go into melee because bladesong locks you light (or not) armor and no shield. So your point is against what the other poster is looking for. The conversation going on was to spend three levels in Artificer (Bladesmith) to use INT for attack/damage. In other words, it becomes much smaller than a wizard to be a bigger fighter. Even
with bladesong active, you need a good DEX to go into melee because bladesong locks you light (or not) armor and no shield. So your point is against what the other poster is looking for. 3 levels of Artificer probably not worth it. You will be tempted to take 4th place in ASI. Hey, everyone, I finally have a chance to play! (I DM pretty much).
The campaign we're doing is a module for Waterdeep Heist and then going into the Mad Magician's Dungeon. So, 1-20. Originally I wanted to be a rogue scammer who is the face of the party, but because everyone else has high charisma I get to be bladesinger ! I spoke to DM and I have now confirmed that I can play the human version.
The feat I'm going with Warcaster is because of COURSE. My character will be Esvele Rochnar's nephew. The question I have is at level 1 should I go fighter, rogue or straight into the master. Currently I'm thinking about either 17 masters with 3 levels in another class or 18 masters with 2 levels in the other class. I know the fighter is
brilliant for 4 hp, second breath and fighting style, which I was going to go with two wepon fighting. (This will probably lead to 1 fighter, 19 master) Or rogue, 2hp, furtive attack 2 experience to think about stealth and small hands, being a thief / etc. thinking about leading in a swashbuckler to benefit from the booming blade, but will turn into
3 rogue 17 wizards. What do you think? I play Dragon Heist for six months (4 hours a week) and I can suggest - VHuman Rogue-Bladesinger (if DM permits), background - spy, feat - observational, expertise in perception and investigation. I play Dragon Heist for six months (4 hours a week) and I can suggest - VHuman Rogue-
Bladesinger (if DM permits), background - spy, feat - observational, expertise in perception and investigation. Feat is a warcaster so I can use wepons. Why waste the feat on experience when you can use crooks? Hey, everyone, I finally have a chance to play! (I DM pretty much). The campaign we're doing is a module for Waterdeep
Heist and then going into the Mad Magician's Dungeon. So, 1-20. Originally I wanted to be a rogue scammer who is the face of the party, but because everyone else has high charisma I get to be bladesinger ! I spoke to DM and I have now confirmed that I can play the human version. The feat I'm going with Warcaster is because of
COURSE. My character will be Esvele Rochnar's nephew. The question I have at level 1 is I have to go fighter, or straight into the master. For the time being I'm thinking about either 17 masters with 3 levels in another class or 18 masters with 2 levels in the other class. I know the fighter is brilliant for 4 hp, second breath and fighting style,
which I was going to go with two wepon fighting. (This will probably lead to 1 fighter, 19 master) Or rogue, 2hp, furtive attack 2 experience to think about stealth and small hands, being a thief / etc. thinking about leading in a swashbuckler to benefit from the booming blade, but will turn into 3 rogue 17 wizards. What do you think? There are
many ways to play the blades; does it sound like you want to play up the melee gish aspect? I think the only drop I would consider before I hit The Masters 5, maybe Fighter 1, and that's just because if you take a fighter 1 later you won't get the CON to retain the skill that comes with it. For anything else or more levels of fighter I'd wait until
at least after you have a second attack. But even Fighter 1 has lowered the value for you, since you'll already have a large concentration of saves between blades and war caster, so it would be best to just stay straight master until at least level 6. If you decide to dip a fighter, I would also consider whether a single weapon (with a duel or
defense style if a dive fighter) would suit you better than the TWF, for two reasons: First, if the dive fighter is from the bat, you will have two levels (5th and 6th) when you only have one attack, but the blade cantrips do extra damage automatically. But since they are not an attack action, you can't combine blade cantrips and TWF (at least
not RAW). Secondly, you need your bonus action to develop bladesong, and in addition, if you decide to use a shadow blade, you will also need your bonus action to throw that. You can also do other things sometimes like Misty Step, cast animated objects or Bigby's hand, etc. that use your bonus actions. So you probably don't want to
have a basic class function (your fighting style) tied up in using bonus action each round. Does anyone try a double Weilder feat for two one handed standard weapons, battle axes or longswords that help the cost rate math? Or rogue, 2hp, furtive attack 2 experience to think about stealth and small hands, being a thief / etc. Thinking about
leading in a swashbuckler to benefit from a boom blade, but will turn into 3 rogue 17 masters. Swashbuckler 3 is nice if you don't have another way to reliably trigger Sneak Attack, and you're right that free separation is potentially handy in conjunction with Boom Blade. But you won't rely on The Booming Blade much once you hit
Bladesinger 6 and get an extra attack, and one of its main features relies on CHA, while you'll focus primarily on DEX and INT. So I don't think that necessarily the best choice. Arcane Trickster 3 is worth considering for Bladesinger. You get a few extra Cantrips and Level 1 spells known, and an additional effective speller level for slot spell
purposes. The Hand of the Magician excellent too, for a creative player. Mastermind 3 is another solid choice, depending on the composition of the party. The 30 Foot Help Action Bonus is fantastic if you have another party member who greatly benefits from benefits such as another Rogue, or especially something like a Crete-fishing
Champion fighter or The Heroism of Paladin with Elven Precision. And if UA is allowed, Revive 3 gets you some reliable fluctuated 2d6DEX damage every round through bolts from the grave, even on rounds when you throw spells, or when you miss with melee sneak attacks. I've wanted to try the revived 3/Bladesinger X ever since that
UA came out. Looks like it would be a great striker ... Move in melee range, attack or Boom Blade, Bonus Action Separation, shoot bolts from the grave and then move away. Or, if one of your initial attack hits and Sneak Attack is available, you can just spend it there and not worry about bolts from the grave. Or, if you want to spell that
round, you can still dash/disable and shoot bolts from the grave during this turn. Kind of makes Bolts out of the grave of the quasi-bonus action cantrip. (While it won't scale above 2d6 in this build, the compromise you still benefit from is your bonus action sly actions that turn.) Sounds like a very fun and fragrant mobile character,
especially in the Tier 2 play, from the revived 3/Bladesinger 2 via Revival 3/ Bladesinger 7. Last edited: February 19, 2020 2020 5e bladesinger guide 2018. dungeons and dragons 5e bladesinger guide. bladesinger 5e xanathar's guide to everything. bladesinger 5e build guide. dnd 5e wizard bladesinger guide. 5e bladesinger spell guide
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